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Summary
Wessex Archaeology was commissioned by Devon County Council to prepare a Historic
Environment Desk-Based Assessment of land along a corridor associated with the A30/A303
between Honiton and Devonshire Inn. The corridor’s south-west end is located at National Grid
Reference 316773, 100765 and its north-east end at 323464, 109710. This study is intended to
inform the development of options for improvements to the A30/A303 between Honiton and
Devonshire Inn.
The aims of this study were to assess the known and potential heritage resource within the site and
the surrounding area, and to assess the likely impacts of the development proposals on this
resource.
The effect of the development proposals on the historic environment resource will be a material
consideration in the determination of the planning application. This study has identified a range of
heritage assets within the Site although none that are of such significance that they present an
overriding constraint to development within the Site.
Nineteen Listed Buildings are located within the Site of which two are Grade II* Listed and 17 Grade
II. Any scheme within the most sensitive settings of these assets would be likely to cause a degree
of harm to the relevant Listed Buildings. The assessment identified that the present A30 is a negative
feature within the setting of a number of Listed Buildings and that any scheme that reduces traffic
along the present road would reduce the degree of harm to a number of Listed Buildings including
the Grade II* Listed Church of St Mary Magdalane in Monkton.
The assessment has established that there is archaeological interest within the Site. Previous
archaeological investigation has identified a likelihood of ironworking remains within the Site which
may date from the Romano-British period. Other remains include a possible Bronze Age barrow,
well preserved medieval remains at Monkton and a number of possible settlement sites and possible
barrow sites. Extant earthworks are a feature of many of the known archaeological sites. Based on
the available evidence the date and significance of many of the sites cannot currently be accurately
assessed.
The landscape within the Site possesses elements of an early date including medieval field systems.
Due to the nature of the development, focussed on a narrow corridor, it is unlikely that any new road
scheme considered within the Site would substantially alter the character of the Historic Landscape.
It is recommended that in order to reduce the potential harm to designated heritage assets through
change to their setting any proposed scheme seeks to avoid the most important settings of heritage
assets within or close to the Site. Any scheme that reduces or re-directs traffic along the A30/A303
especially in areas with a concentration of roadside Listed Buildings, such as Monkton, is likely to
result in a positive effect on the setting of Listed Buildings, reducing the current level of harm to their
significance.
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Harm to known archaeological remains can be mitigated through design. Principally this would be
achieved through the avoidance of construction works within sensitive area such as the
archaeological earthworks to the north-west of Monkton and other possible settlement or ritual sites
identified by the presence of earthworks. Harm to less significant archaeological remains such as
former field boundaries or extraction pits where unavoidable could be mitigated through a
programme of archaeological recording.
Although specific buried archaeological remains have been identified within the Site archaeological
remains are likely to exist at other locations. The significance of such remains cannot currently be
confirmed on the basis of the available information. As such it is likely that additional investigations
such as geophysical survey or archaeological trial trenching may be required by the planning
archaeologist for East Devon District Council. Such investigations would be targeted on certain areas
dependent on the location of the proposed scheme.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Project background

1.1.1

Wessex Archaeology was commissioned by Devon County Council (the Client), to prepare
a Historic Environment Desk-Based Assessment along a corridor associated with the
A30/A303 between Honiton and Devonshire Inn (hereafter ‘the Site’, Figures 1 & 2). The
corridor’s south-west end is located at National Grid Reference 316773, 100765 and its
north-east end at 323464, 109710

1.1.2

This study is intended to inform the development of options for improvements to the
A30/A303 between Honiton and Devonshire Inn.

1.2

The Site

1.2.1

The Site comprises a corridor of land centred on the A30/A303 that follows the road from
the north-east to south-west. The corridor incorporates the east slopes and valley bottom
of the Otter Valley and also includes much of the ridge to the east. This includes the plateau
top of this ridge which is widest at the north-eastern end of the Site around Devonshire Inn
Farm. The eastern most part of the Site incorporates slopes to the east of the ridge, the
upper slopes of the valley of the Umborne Brook.

1.2.2

The Site predominantly runs through a highly rural landscape consisting overwhelmingly of
pastoral farmland. The landscape is well settled with a dispersed pattern. Settlement chiefly
comprises large farms and isolated cottages which are situated within the corridor both on
the valley slopes and plateau. The only village within the Site is the small village of Monkton
although the hamlet of Rawridge lies just outside to the west, the dispersed village of
Cotleigh lies approximately 500 m to the south-east and the large village of Upottery lies
approximately 780 m to the north-west. At the south-west end of the Site is a part of the
north-eastern urban area of the town of Honiton with the town centre situated to the southwest, approximately 200 m from the edge of the Site.

1.2.3

Consisting of the eastern side of the Otter Valley the land within the Site is mostly sloped to
the north-west, the top of the escarpment being especially steep and in most places densely
wooded. The highest point within the Site is at Devonshire Inn Farm at approximately 261
m above Ordnance Datum (aOD). The lowest point is within the Otter Valley to the north of
Honiton at approximately 90 m aOD.

1.2.4

Geology
The long ridge that runs from north-east to south-west through the eastern part of the Site
that incorporates Reddick’s Hill and Monkton Down is capped by a layer of Sandstone of
the Upper Greensand Formation; the atypical geology of the Blackdown Hills which forms
a relatively level plateau on the ridge top. The Upper Greensand Sandstone is a
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Sedimentary bedrock formed approximately 94 to 112 million years ago in the Cretaceous
Period from siliciclastic sediments deposited in an environment dominated by shallow seas.
1.2.5

To the west of this ridge the Site is comprised entirely of the eastern slopes and valley
bottom of the Otter Valley. The eastern slopes of the valley comprise a layer of Mudstone
of the Branscombe Formation. This Sedimentary bedrock was formed approximately 200
to 217 million years ago in the Triassic Period in an environment dominated by hot deserts.
Much of the Mudstone is covered by a superficial Head deposit of clay and gravel formed
by the natural, down slope movement of material which intermixes with weathered bedrock
deposits of stone and clay.

1.2.6

The valley bottom largely comprises interbedded Sandstone and Mudstone of the Arden
Formation and, at the southern end of the Site, Mudstone of the Sidmouth Formation. Both
are Sedimentary bedrock formed approximately 217 to 250 million years ago in the Triassic
Period from deposits laid down either by rivers or formed by evaporation in hot deserts.
Head deposits continue to occur in this area and the river and floodplain are covered by a
layer of alluvium deposited by the River Otter and its former courses over the previous 2
million years.

1.3

Development proposals

1.3.1

A finalised option for the proposed road improvement is not currently defined. The current
assessment will inform route identification and route selection which will take place at a later
stage through liaison with the design team.

1.4

Scope of document

1.4.1

The scope and purpose of the DBA is outlined in the A30/A303 Honiton to Devonshire Inn
Scoping Report (DCC, 2015). The assessment was requested by the Client in order to
define a baseline resource determining, as far as is possible from existing information, the
nature, extent and significance of the historic environment resource within the Site and its
environs, and providing an initial assessment of the potential impact of the scheme on the
heritage assets that embody that significance.

1.4.2

The Historic Environment, as defined in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF
2012): Annex 2, comprises:
‘all aspects of the environment resulting from the interaction between people and places
through time, including all surviving physical remains of past human activity, whether visible,
buried or submerged, and landscaped and planted or managed flora.’

1.4.3

NPPF Annex 2 defines a Heritage Asset as:
‘a building monument, site, place, area or landscape identified as having a degree of
significance meriting consideration in planning decisions, because of its heritage interest.
Heritage assets include designated heritage assets and assets identified by the local
planning authority (including local listing).’

1.5

Aims

1.5.1

The specific aims of this assessment are to:



establish baseline conditions for cultural heritage within the scheme corridor
through desk-based review of existing sources of information, supported where
appropriate by the use of field survey;
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assess the significance of known and potential heritage assets through weighted
consideration of their valued components; and



assess the potential effect of the scheme on the significance of the heritage assets
including through change to their setting.

2

PLANNING BACKGROUND

2.1

Introduction

2.1.1

There is national legislation and guidance relating to the protection of, and proposed
development on or near, important archaeological sites or historical buildings within
planning regulations as defined under the provisions of the Town and Country Planning Act
1990. In addition, local authorities are responsible for the protection of the historic
environment within the planning system.

2.1.2

The following section summarises the main components of the national and local planning
and legislative framework governing the treatment of the historic environment within the
planning process. Further detail is presented in Appendix 2.

2.2

Designated heritage assets

2.2.1

Designated heritage assets are defined in NPPF Annex 2 as:
‘World Heritage Sites, Scheduled Monuments, Listed Buildings, Protected Wreck Sites,
Registered Park and Gardens, Registered Battlefields and Conservation Areas designated
under the relevant legislation.’

2.2.2

Designation is a formal acknowledgement of a building, monument or site’s significance,
intended to make sure that the character of the asset in question is protected through the
planning system and to enable it to be passed on to future generations.

2.2.3

Statutory protection is provided to certain classes of designated heritage asset under the
following legislation:



Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990;



Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979; and



Protection of Wrecks Act 1973

2.2.4

Further information regarding heritage designations is provided in Appendix 2.

2.3

Hedgerows Regulations 1997 (as Amended 2002)

2.3.1

Hedgerows that fulfil certain criteria are afforded protection under the Hedgerows
Regulations 1997 (as Amended 2002). The administration of the regulations is the
responsibility of the Local Planning Authority (LPA).

2.4

National Planning Policy Framework

2.4.1

NPPF Section 12: Conserving and enhancing the historic environment sets out the principal
national guidance on the importance, management and safeguarding of heritage assets
within the planning process.
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2.4.2

The aim of NPPF Section 12 is to ensure that Local Planning Authorities, developers and
owners of heritage assets adopt a consistent and holistic approach to their conservation
and to reduce complexity in planning policy relating to proposals that affect them.

2.4.3

To summarise, government guidance provides a framework which:



recognises that heritage assets are an irreplaceable resource;



requires applicants to provide proportionate information on the significance of
heritage assets affected by the proposals and an impact assessment of the
proposed development on that significance;



takes into account the desirability of sustaining and enhancing the significance of
heritage assets and their setting;



places weight on the conservation of designated heritage assets, in line with their
significance; and



requires developers to record and advance understanding of the significance of
any heritage assets to be lost (wholly or in part) in a manner proportionate to their
importance and impact, and to make this evidence (and any archive generated)
publicly accessible.

2.4.4

A selection of excerpts from NPPF Section 12: Conserving and enhancing the historic
environment is presented in Appendix 2.

2.5

Local planning policy

2.5.1

The Site is situated within the administrative boundaries of East Devon District Council.

2.5.2

Local planning policy is contained within the new East Devon Local Plan 2013 – 2031 which
was adopted in January 2016.

2.5.3

The Local Plan presents a strategy for the Historic Environment (Strategy 49) and a set of
policies under Chapter 22: The Natural and Historic Environment. Relevant policies include:

2.5.4

2.5.5



EN6 – Nationally and Locally Important Archaeological Sites



EN7 – Proposals Affecting Sites which may potentially be of Archaeological
Importance.



EN8 – Significance of Heritage Assets and their Setting.



EN9 – Development Affecting a Designated Heritage Asset.

Local planning policies, contained within the Local Plan that relate to the historic
environment and may be relevant to the proposed development are presented in Appendix
2.
Blackdown Hills AONB
The AONB identifies its Cultural Heritage as an intrinsic part of the landscape and special
quality of the AONB. The AONB Management Plan 2014 – 2019 identifies management
objectives and policies with regard to the historic environment and cultural heritage. These
objectives and policies are detailed in Appendix 2.
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3

METHODOLOGY

3.1

Introduction

3.1.1

The methodology employed during this assessment has been based upon relevant
professional guidance including the Chartered Institute for Archaeologists’ Standard and
guidance for historic environment desk-based assessment (CIfA, 2014).

3.2

Study Area

3.2.1

The assessment is focussed on an area consisting of a 500 m radius of the A30. This ‘Study
Area’ is referred to throughout the report as ‘the Site.’

3.3

Sources

3.3.1

A number of publicly accessible sources of primary and synthesised information were
consulted. These comprised:



The National Heritage List for England (NHLE), which is the only official and up to
date database of all nationally designated heritage assets;



The Devon Historic Environment Record (DHER), comprising a database of
recorded archaeological sites, find spots, and archaeological events within the
county;



National heritage datasets including Images of England, Archaeological Data
Service (ADS), OASIS, PastScape, Viewfinder, NRHE Excavation Index, and
Parks and Gardens UK;



Historic manuscripts, surveyed maps, and Ordnance Survey maps held at the
Devon Heritage Centre; and



Relevant primary and secondary sources held at the Devon Heritage Centre and in
Wessex Archaeology’s own library. Both published and unpublished
archaeological reports relating to excavations and observations in the vicinity of
the Site were studied.

3.3.2

A bibliography of documentary, archive and cartographic sources consulted is included in
the References section of this report (Section 8).

3.4

Site Walkover Survey

3.4.1

The Site was subject to a walkover survey carried out across seven days, the 10, 11, 12,
17,& 18 November, 8 December 2015 and March 30 2016. Weather conditions varied but
in general were wet with low cloud cover. A fieldwork record comprising digital photography
is held in the project archive.

3.4.2

The aim of the walkover survey was to assess the general aspect, character, condition and
setting of the Site and to identify any prior impacts not evident from secondary sources. The
Site visit also sought to ascertain if the Site contained any previously unidentified features
of archaeological, architectural or historic interest.

3.4.3

The walkover survey also included an assessment of the settings of designated heritage
assets both within the Site and within the wider landscape. The process of this assessment
is outlined in Section 3.6 below.

3.5

Assessment criteria- Significance

3.5.1

Significance (for heritage policy) is defined in NPPF Annex 2 as:
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‘the value of a heritage asset to this and future generations because of its heritage interest.
That interest may be archaeological, architectural, artistic or historic. Significance derives
not only from a heritage asset’s physical presence, but also from its setting.’
3.5.2

3.5.3

Current national guidance for the assessment of the significance of heritage assets is based
on criteria provided by English Heritage in the document Conservation Principles, Policies
and Guidance for the Sustainable Management of the Historic Environment (2008). Within
this document, significance is weighed by consideration of the potential for the asset to
demonstrate the following value criteria:



Evidential value Deriving from the potential of a place to yield evidence about
past human activity;



Historical value Deriving from the ways in which past people, events and aspects
of life can be connected through a place to the present. It tends to be illustrative or
associative;



Aesthetic value Deriving from the ways in which people draw sensory and
intellectual stimulation from a place; and



Communal value Deriving from the meanings of a place for the people who relate
to it, or for whom it figures in their collective experience or memory. Communal
values are closely bound up with historical (particularly associative) and aesthetic
values, but tend to have additional and specific aspects.

The overall significance of heritage assets has been determined in accordance with the
categories laid out below in Table 1 (after Highways Agency, 2007; Table 5.1, 6.1 and 7.1).
Table 1:

Categories of heritage assets classified according to significance

Significance
International

National

Regional

Local

Negligible
Unknown

Categories
World Heritage Sites (including nominated sites)
Assets of recognised international importance
Assets that contribute to international research objectives
Scheduled Monuments
Grade I and Grade II* Listed Buildings
Grade II Listed Buildings that can be shown to have exceptional
qualities in their fabric or historical associations
Grade I and Grade II* Registered Parks and Gardens
Registered Battlefields
Non-designated assets of national importance
Assets that contribute to national research agendas
Grade II Listed Buildings
Grade II Registered Parks and Gardens
Conservation Areas
Assets that contribute to regional research objectives
Locally listed buildings
Assets compromised by poor preservation and/or poor contextual
associations
Assets with importance to local interest groups
Assets that contribute to local research objectives
Assets with little or no archaeological, architectural or historical
interest
The importance of the asset has not been ascertained from
available evidence
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3.6

Setting assessment

3.6.1

Annex 2 of the NPPF defines the setting of a heritage asset as:
‘the surroundings in which a heritage asset is experienced. Its extent is not fixed and may
change as the asset and its surroundings evolve. Elements of a setting may make a positive
or negative contribution to the significance of an asset, may affect the ability to appreciate
that significance or may be neutral.’

3.6.2

The aim of the setting assessment, presented in Section 6, was to understand the potential
effects of the scheme on the settings of designated heritage assets situated within the wider
context of the Site.

3.6.3

The setting assessment was undertaken following the guidance as given by Historic
England in Historic Environment Good Practice Advice in Planning. Note 3: The Setting of
Heritage Assets (Historic England, 2015). The guidance advocates a broad approach to
assessment undertaken as a series of steps.

3.6.4

Step 1 of the approach is ‘identifying the heritage assets affected and their settings’.

3.6.5

This initial step of the setting assessment has been carried out by undertaking a Scoping
Exercise, the results of which are presented in Section 6.2.

3.6.6

The Scoping Exercise employed a GIS-based viewshed analysis in order to aid the
identification of those heritage assets and their settings that might be affected by the
development proposals. The methodology employed in this regard is set out in Appendix
4.

3.6.7

Stephen Reed, Archaeologist at Devon County Council identified a specific requirement for
the assessment of the potential effect on the setting of the Scheduled Monument Dumpdon
Camp (WA21). Other designated assets assessed include all assets within the Site and all
assets of the ‘highest significance’ (as defined by NPPF para 132) located within the ZTV
along with a selection of Grade II Listed Buildings outside of the Site but considered
potentially sensitive to the development. The rationale behind the Scoping Exercise is
discussed in Section 6.2 of this report.

3.6.8

The potential for the proposed development to affect the settings of the heritage assets
included in the Scoping Exercise was then assessed via the application of professional
judgement, informed by observations made during the site walkover survey.

3.6.9

Where it could be confidently determined that the setting of a heritage asset would not be
affected by the development proposals, no further assessment was undertaken.

3.6.10

In cases where it could be anticipated that the development proposals may have the
potential to alter the setting of a heritage asset, the asset was subject to further assessment
in accordance with Steps 2 and 3 of the process outlined below.

3.6.11

Step 2 requires consideration of ‘whether, how and to what degree these settings make a
contribution to the significance of the heritage asset(s)’. This stage of the assessment
should first address the key attributes of the heritage asset itself and then consider:



the physical surroundings of the asset, including its relationship with other heritage
assets;
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3.6.12



the way the asset is appreciated; and



the asset’s associations and patterns of use.

Step 3 is ‘Assessing the effect of the proposed development on the significance of the
asset(s)’. This stage of the assessment addresses the key attributes of the proposed
development, such as its:



Location and siting;



Form and appearance;



Additional effects; and



Permanence.

3.6.13

Step 4 of the guidance issued by Historic England is to explore opportunities for ‘maximising
enhancement and minimising harm’, while Step 5 is to ‘make and document the decision
and monitor outcomes’. For the purposes of this assessment, only Steps 1-3 of the process
have been followed.

3.7

Assumptions and limitations

3.7.1

Data used to compile this report consists of secondary information derived from a variety of
sources, only some of which have been directly examined for the purposes of this Study.
The assumption is made that this data, as well as that derived from other secondary
sources, is reasonably accurate.

3.7.2

The records held by the DHER are not a record of all surviving heritage assets, but a record
of the discovery of a wide range of archaeological and historical components of the historic
environment. The information held within it is not complete and does not preclude the
subsequent discovery of further elements of the historic environment that are, at present,
unknown.

3.8

Copyright

3.8.1

This report may contain material that is non-Wessex Archaeology copyright (e.g. Ordnance
Survey, British Geological Survey, Crown Copyright), or the intellectual property of third
parties, which Wessex Archaeology are able to provide for limited reproduction under the
terms of our own copyright licences, but for which copyright itself is non-transferable by
Wessex Archaeology. Users remain bound by the conditions of the Copyright, Designs and
Patents Act 1988 with regard to multiple copying and electronic dissemination of the report.
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4

BASELINE RESOURCE

4.1

Introduction

4.1.1

The following section provides a brief summary of the archaeological and historical
development of the Site compiled from the sources summarised above and detailed in the
references section of this report (Section 8). The aim is to establish the known and potential
historic environment resource that could be affected by the development proposals.

4.1.2

All heritage assets identified within the Study Area are listed in Appendix 3. The NHLE and
DHER entries are assigned a unique number within the text and given a WA prefix for ease
of reference. Key sites identified during the walkover survey and the locations of test pits
excavated within the Site in 1994 are also given unique numbers with a WA prefix and are
listed in a table also in Appendix 3

4.2

Designated heritage assets

4.2.1

Site
Designated heritage assets within the Site comprise.
Two Grade II* Listed Buildings;


WA 1, Marwood House, a 17th-century house located on the outskirts of
historic Honiton.



WA 2, Church of St Mary Magdalene, a 19th-century parish church
incorporating part of a 15th-century tower located in the village of Monkton.

17 Grade II Listed Buildings;


WA3-19, comprising mostly cottages, farmhouses and related agricultural
buildings as well as two bridges, a milestone and a pump, all dating from the
16th-19th centuries.

4.2.2

There are no Scheduled Monuments, World Heritage Sites, Registered Parks and Gardens
or Registered Battlefields within the Site.

4.2.3

Designated heritage assets located within the Site are depicted on Figures 1 & 2.

4.3

Previous studies

4.3.1

4.3.2

Archaeological and Historic Buildings studies
Archaeological investigations within the Site were carried out in 1994 in advance of an
application for a road improvement scheme for the A30/A303 between Honiton and Marsh.
Investigations consisted of a desk-based assessment (Weddell, P.J. 1992), geophysical
survey (Oxford Archaeotechnics, 1994 & Bartlett – Clark Consultancy, 1995) and a series
of targeted test pits and evaluation trenches focused on anomalies identified by the survey
(Exeter Museums Archaeological Field Unit, 1994). The extent of the geophysical survey
and location of test pits and trenches is depicted on Figures 10, 11 & 12 and their results
discussed in the relevant period sections below.
Certain historic buildings within the Site have been subject to an assessment as a part of
Devon County Council’s 1997 Buildings at Risk Survey, a follow-up to a 1994 Survey of
Farmsteads in the Blackdown Hills. Within the Site the survey assessed the condition of the
Grade II Listed Rawridge Farmhouse and the Grade II Listed Preston Farmhouse.
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Paleoenvironmental studies
4.3.3

The Blackdown Hills contain small peat mires that have been used as sources for
palaeoenvironmental data recovered through core sampling. Brown et al used such data to
produce local pollen diagrams for the region from a series of mire sites all of which are
situated outside of the Site area, the nearest being approximately 2 km to the west (Brown
et al, 2014). Sources of similar material are likely to be present within the Site at spring-line
mires along the escarpment.

4.4

Archaeological and historical context

4.4.1

The following section provides a brief summary of the archaeological and historical
development of the Site, compiled from the sources listed above. The potential for the
likelihood of as yet unrecorded archaeological remains within the Site is informed by the
consideration of the known heritage assets, in conjunction with the geology and topography
of the area.

4.4.2

Records obtained from the NHLE, DHER and other sources such as sites identified during
the walkover survey and 1994 test pitting are listed in Appendix 3 and illustrated in Figures
1-12.

4.4.3

Palaeolithic – Mesolithic (970,000 – 4000 BC)
The Palaeolithic period (c. 970,000 – 10,000 BC) involved successive migrations into Britain
by small populations of highly mobile hunter-gatherers. Such migrations occurred during
warmer inter-glacial periods in between glaciations that resulted in much of the country
being covered by ice. Such groups left very little archaeological remains and sites have
usually been subject to considerable disturbance by subsequent environmental change.
The south-west of England’s most important Palaeolithic deposits occur in caves of which
none are known from the Blackdown Hills region.

4.4.4

Open-landscape data on the Palaeolithic is most often derived from the study of artefacts
found within river terrace deposits laid down during periods in which hominids were present
in Britain. There is a bias in the data towards areas with suitable deposits and with a history
of research and collection (Hosfield et al, in Webster (Eds.) 2008). Gravel river terraces of
the River Otter, (located to the south of the Blackdown Hills, outside of the Site) were studied
as a part of the Palaeolithic Rivers of South-West Britain Project (Hosfield et al, 2007). This
recorded Lower and Middle Palaeolithic artefacts suggesting a hominid presence in the river
valley during these periods. No Palaeolithic artefacts are known from the Site however due
to the presence of artefacts further downstream the alluvial gravels in the valley bottom are
considered to have a small degree of potential for such artefacts to be recovered in this
area.

4.4.5

As in the Palaeolithic, Mesolithic populations were mobile hunter gatherers and settlement
sites were ephemeral, often leaving very little trace in the archaeological record. Typical
remains might include flint scatters and evidence for hearths. Such sites however are rare
as they are vulnerable to destruction by subsequent environmental change. On occasion
Mesolithic sites have been found beneath later Neolithic monuments suggesting a long
history of activity in specific locations.

4.4.6

There is evidence for a surprisingly high degree of Mesolithic activity across the Blackdown
Hills (Brown et al, 2014, 2). Within the Site five collections of undated prehistoric worked
flint and chert a rock similar to flint that is easily found within the local soils, have been
recorded all of which occur on or close to the plateau running along the eastern side of the
Site (Figures 3-6, WA 60-64). Worked chert was also recorded within a test pit at Stopgate
(Figure 12, WA 180). It is possible that these finds are of a Mesolithic date and if so they
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suggest a background presence within the Site during this period. None of the collections
are of such a quantity to suggest a specific temporary settlement site and they probably
represent the scattered remains left by periodic hunter-gatherers passing through the area
camping in various location. The distribution of the finds suggests a preference for the ridge
as a favoured location for camp sites maybe due to the vantage point offered by this
location. It is likely that the whole Site, like much of the Blackdown Hills region was
frequented by Mesolithic peoples and finds of lithic material are considered possible across
the whole Site area.

4.4.7

4.4.8

4.4.9

4.4.10

Neolithic – Early Bronze Age (4000 – 1500 BC)
During the Neolithic there is evidence for the domestication of animals and cereal cultivation
however, due to a general lack of evidence for permanent settlement populations are
considered to have still followed a largely nomadic lifestyle (Pollard et al, in Webster (Eds.)
2008). There is evidence across the Blackdown Hills for a Neolithic presence, particularly
in the early Neolithic with finds of Neolithic tools and weapons known from across the region
and two causewayed enclosures at Hembury Hillfort and Membury. In Britain the Neolithic
is best known for the construction of large ceremonial or funerary monuments of various
forms often set within broad monumental landscapes. Such monuments are conspicuously
absent from the Blackdown Hills possibly suggesting that the area was sparsely settled or
of little significance for Neolithic peoples. There are no known long barrows, chambered
tombs or hengi-form monuments. Causewayed enclosures predated the later Iron Age
hillforts at Hembury and Membury which are the only monumental Neolithic constructions
currently known in the region. Both enclosures are of an early-Neolithic date with the
enclosure at Hembury producing a considerable pottery assemblage.
Within the Site a single Neolithic find is recorded, a rough-out for an axe or adze made from
local chert found in 1958 within a garden at the former Quant’s Cottage in Stockland (Figure
5, WA 65). It is also possible that the flints discussed above (WA 60-64) are of a Neolithic
date. The presence of such finds within the Site suggests a background presence during
the Neolithic possibly consisting of seasonal occupation or hunting rather than extensive
settlement. It is likely that the area’s resource of chert was an important local resource for
making tools. As such specific tool-making sites are likely to have existed within the area.
There is no evidence for any extensive tool making sites within the Site although any such
sites would be very sensitive to subsequent environmental changes and could easily have
been lost.
Bronze Age Barrows
The earliest, extensive evidence for prehistoric monumentality in the Blackdown Hills dates
from the Early Bronze Age as the region contains a considerable number of round barrows.
Barrows usually consist of round mounds of earth or stone often with related, sometimes
complex archaeological deposits and usually have surrounding ditches (Field, 2011). They
often contain evidence for ritual deposition and burial within the fabric and can be
sometimes found in large groups or spread out across whole regions forming ‘barrow
landscapes’ (Bourgeois, 2013). They were built from the late-Neolithic through to the EarlyMiddle Bronze Age and are found in various locations but frequently occupy prominent
positions. Barrows are known from across the Blackdown Hills where they are commonly
found on the greensand ridge tops and plateau with a number of notable ‘cemeteries’. The
frequency of barrows across the Blackdown Hills suggests greater local populations than
the preceding Neolithic however, as is common for the Early Bronze Age very few
settlement sites are known suggesting a population that was still highly mobile.
Within the Site there are no definite known barrows. There are a number of fields named
on Tithe Map Apportionments (dating from the mid-19th century) that have names that
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suggest the possibility of barrows being present or having had been present within or close
to these locations. During the Site walkover survey the place-name sites were visited as
best as possible.
4.4.11

‘Burrow Close’ (Figure 6, WA 153). This field was under arable cultivation at the time of the
walkover survey and no evidence for a barrow in this location was observed. The fields to
the west of this field were subject to geophysical survey in 1994. The survey recorded a
possible circular ditch with a diameter of approximately 25 m with a possible, large central
pit (Figure 12; Oxford Archaeotechnics, 1994). It also recorded weak indications of at least
two other smaller curvilinear elements and another possible circular ditch. The large circular
ditch was investigated with test pits (Exeter Museums Archaeological Field Unit, 1994). The
pits recorded a shallow ditch with iron tap-slag located beneath a layer of chert at the base
of the ditch. This suggests that the feature does not represent a barrow ring ditch but rather
a later feature associated with iron working.

4.4.12

‘Stoneburrow’ (Figure 5, WA 154). Set on a steep valley side below the ridgeline
overlooking Rawridge is a cottage named as ‘Stoneburrow.’ The cottage dates from at least
the mid-19th century and its name is considered to be suggestive of a possible barrow at
this location, or more typically on or close to the ridgeline above. During the walkover survey
no barrows were seen in the fields and woodland surrounding the cottage nor on the ridge
directly above. An enigmatic mound was recorded on the ridge approximately 270 m from
Stoneburrow cottage that may represent a mutilated barrow. This feature is discussed in
Section 4.4.50 below.

4.4.13

‘Burrows Close’ (Figure 5, WA 159). A field situated at the far eastern edge of the Site area
overlooking the head of the Umborne stream, a common location for barrows. This field was
not visited as it is outside of the area for which permission was obtained.

4.4.14

‘Burrow Mead,’ ‘Burrow Copse’ (Figure 3, WA 155). Several fields and a small woodland
have field names suggesting the presence of barrows in this area. Three fields in Monkton
parish were named ‘Burrows Mead’ and an area of woodland and a field in Luppit parish
named as ‘Burrow Copse’ and ‘Burrow Mead.’ The proliferation of names in this area
suggest the presence of barrows although, unlike the majority of barrow locations in the
Blackdown Hills the area is in the valley bottom. Such a location for barrows is not
uncommon in Devon as valley bottom barrows are known from the River Exe (Weddell,
1992, 6). It is possible however that in this context the term ‘burrows’ does actually refer to
historic gravel extraction in the area, a common local industry in the Otter Valley. The fields
were not entered during the walkover survey as they are in a holding for which permission
to enter was refused however the fields were viewed from the hillside to the south-east and
no earthworks resembling barrows were observed. Furthermore the fields are located within
an area covered by LiDAR survey data which did not indicate the presence of any mounds
within the fields or woodland. It is however possible that the buried remain of barrows may
be present in this area.

4.4.15

During the walkover survey a previously unrecorded earthwork was noted (Figure 7; WA
173). Situated high on the hillside to the east of Monkton is a roughly circular, low mound
enclosed by a ditch (Plates 13, 14, and 15). The mound may represent the remains of a
settlement although it has an uneven, raised surface and clearly defined banks forming an
enclosure were not evident. The feature does however have a possible entrance on the
south-west side where the ditch is not so clearly defined. Due to the earthwork’s circular
form, surrounding ditch and near-ridge top location the feature is considered to possess the
characteristics of a Bronze Age barrow and it is thought possible that it is an archaeological
site of this type.
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4.4.16

4.4.17

4.4.18

Middle Bronze Age – Iron Age (1500 – AD 43)
From the Middle Bronze Age there was, across Britain, an increasing domestication of the
landscape with permanent settlements and field systems becoming the norm (Fitzpatrick,
et al, in Webster (Eds.) 2008). Monumental construction of barrows ceased and increasingly
large defended enclosures were constructed, a practice that reached its zenith in the Iron
Age. Such enclosures were often built on prominent hilltops and sometimes superseded
earlier monuments. They may have had a ceremonial purpose as much as an obvious
defensive function. Environmental evidence suggests that from the Late Bronze Age there
was an increase in woodland clearance across the Blackdown Hills suggesting increasing
agricultural activity (Brown, et al, 2014, 15-6).
Within the Site there are no known archaeological remains dating from the Middle Bronze
Age to Iron Age. It is however likely that the Otter Valley was settled during this period as
approximately 900 m to the east of the Site, near to Monkton, is Dumpdon Camp hillfort
(Figure 3, WA 21). Dumpdon is a small, multivallate hillfort, triangular in plan that is situated
on the southern end of a steep sided hill. The hillfort has an in-turned, elaborate entrance
on the east side and is divided by a bank into two enclosures. The easiest approach is from
the north where the defences are most robust, consisting of a large double bank. Parts of
the hillfort were excavated in 1990 with the excavator concluding that the hillfort’s defences
showed signs of having been unfinished. No evidence for any settlement was found within
the interior (Todd, 1992).
Romano-British (AD 43 – 410)
Following the Roman invasion of 43 AD, aside from military sites and centrally planned
civitas capitals little changed, with settlement patterns continuing from the preceding Iron
Age. Later in the 3rd and 4th centuries more Romanised forms of settlement would emerge
with estates centred on villas and roadside settlements on newly built Roman roads
(Holbrook et al, in Webster (Eds.) 2008). In the Devon area the regional administrative and
commercial centre was at Isca Dumnoniorum, modern Exeter.

4.4.19

With the introduction of Roman technology the natural resources of Britain were increasingly
exploited. There is evidence that the Blackdown Hills rapidly emerged as an important
location for iron production with extensive iron working in the 1st and 2nd centuries possibly
serving the needs of the occupying military at Exeter (Griffith & Weddell, 1996). RomanoBritish iron working sites have been excavated across the region with an important example
located at Sweetlands Farm near Upottery approximately 1.3 km to the north-west.

4.4.20

The test pitting and evaluation trenching carried out in 1994 recorded ironworking debris in
all of the sites where excavation took place (Figures 10-13) The authors concluded that
this indicates an extensive and important ironworking industry in the local area and suggest
a possible date from the later prehistoric, Roman or early-medieval periods (Exeter
Museums Archaeological Field Unit, 1994, 5). At most of the sites the remains of
ironworking were badly disturbed by subsequent agriculture which had removed all above
ground traces of the industry. Of the sites investigated only one, Higher Northcote (Figure
10, WA 174) indicated a surviving undisturbed level with a suggestion of a smelting area
upslope from the site. The site at Stopgate was also considered to have been within an
extensive area of ironworking with indications of a major ironworking site in the vicinity
(Figure 12, WA 180). In addition to the evidence from the test pitting and trenches iron ore
fragments have been located close to a field boundary near Devonshire Inn Farm (Figure
6, WA 60).

4.4.21

The walkover survey recorded numerous extraction pits as well as areas of irregular
earthworks (Figures 7-9). Most of these remains are likely to be the result of later extractive
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industries however it is possible that some may represent remains of ironworking activity
possibly dating from the Roman period.
4.4.22

4.4.23

4.4.24

The A30 between Exeter and Honiton corresponds fairly closely to the course of a Roman
road that linked Exeter with Moridunum near modern Axminster (WA 67). At the far southern
end of the Site the Roman road passes through Honiton before heading east on a more
speculative course. It is possible that the road followed either Northcote Hill or an alternative
route along tunnel lane (WA 66). There is no evidence for a Roman road running up the
Otter Valley however local anecdotal evidence indicates that Roman finds including coins
have been found around Monkton suggesting that there was some Romano-British
settlement in the area. A survey carried out in 1762 suggested that the current Viney Lane
running through a part of the east of the Site followed a ‘Roman causeway or pavement‘
however there is no known evidence to support this claim. There are currently no RomanoBritish settlement sites known around Monkton or anywhere else in the Site.
Early Medieval (AD 410 – 1066) and Medieval (AD 1066 – 1540)
The Site is situated across eight historic parishes with the majority located across Upottery,
Monkton and Honiton,only small parts located in Combe Raleigh, Luppitt and Yarcombe
and tiny parts located in Stockland and Cotleigh. All of these land divisions are likely to have
their origins in the early-medieval period and some may be based on even older territories.
Many of the parish boundaries (shown on Figure 3-6) are marked by banks or ditches that
delineate these territories which probably also originate in the early-medieval period.
Much of the modern layout of fields, farmsteads and villages within the Site originates in the
medieval period. The Devon Historic Landscape Characterisation identifies that the small
irregular fields that characterise the slopes of the Otter Valley originated in the late-medieval
period as the furlongs of medieval open fields were enclosed. The widespread distribution
of such fields suggests that during the medieval period much of the Otter Valley was a
farmed, arable landscape. The higher plateau at the north-east of the Site were enclosed
by act of parliament in the 19th century and prior to this were likely to have been open heath.
As today, the steep slopes at the top of the valley are likely to have been woodland during
the medieval period. A worsening climate from the 16th century would have led to arable
farming on the valley’s stony, clay soils becoming increasing difficult and it is likely that the
open fields were enclosed at this time in order to facilitate a local economy based principally
on raising livestock.
Upottery.

4.4.25

Upottery is a large parish set around the head of the Otter Valley. The manor is named in
the Domesday Book as a part of Axminster Hundred and is likely to have Anglo-Saxon
origins. The parish includes the formerly separate manor of Rawridge much of which is
located within the Site. Rawridge was mentioned in a Saxon charter of Edward the
Confessor as ‘Rore Rigg’ suggesting at least early-medieval origins for the land holding.

4.4.26

The Upottery parish contains a substantial bank that possibly originated in the earlymedieval period. The bank known as the ‘Upottery Bank’ marks the boundary between
Stockland and Upottery parishes (Figure 5, WA 69). The feature runs west from the River
Yarty on a relatively straight course that ignores topographic features. After cutting across
the head of the Umborne valley the bank seemingly ends with the parish boundary
continuing to the south. It is speculated that originally the bank may have continued in a
roughly straight line to the Otter Valley joining the parish boundary of Luppit crossing the
Site from east to west. The bank would have formed a continuous division across the land
between the two rivers and as such its form is reminiscent of a prehistoric linear boundary
or cross-dyke and may originate as such a feature re-used in subsequent eras.
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4.4.27

During the course of the assessment evidence has been recorded suggesting that the bank
was once an extant feature in the Site (Figure 8,). For example a cropmark can be seen
continuing the line of the bank west into the adjoining field (indicated on Figure 8). Also on
this alignment is a low bank situated to the rear of a cottage. This bank is situated on steep
wooded slopes and may once have been a part of the boundary. During the walkover survey
a substantial bank was noted within a narrow plot of woodland situated to the west of the
aforementioned cottage (Figure 8, WA 172). The feature consists of a broad bank with
deep ditches on either side which may have been subject to quarrying thus increasing their
depth and the height of the bank (Plate 1). The bank runs through the plot before ending at
a later boundary on the south-west side. Due to the alignment between this feature and the
projected boundary it is possible to speculate that the feature represents a surviving section
of the original ‘Upottery Bank’. No evidence for the bank is known to the west of this feature.

4.4.28

The part of Upottery within the Site encompasses steep slopes on the east side of the Otter
Valley as well as part of the Greensand Plateau. During the medieval period the principal
settlement would have been at Rawridge which as previously noted dates from the AngloSaxon period. Dispersed farms would have existed amongst the fields, some of which are
still the sites of farmsteads. Examples of farms (all on Figures 1 & 2) with a history of
settlement dating back to the medieval period include Preston Farm (WA 17) which is first
recorded in 1399; Rawridge Farm (WA 15), the present farmhouse dating from the 16th
century; Underdown Farm (WA 12), also with a 16th-century farmhouse and Yard Farm
(WA 08) which is mentioned in a document of 1332 as ‘Lower Yard’. All of these farms are
Grade II Listed Buildings.

4.4.29

Approximately 330 m east from Yard Farm further up the valley sides was a medieval
settlement named as ‘Higher Yard’ (Figure 4, WA 76). Higher Yard is mentioned in a charter
of 1481 and in a deed of 1682 (Weddell, 1992). In 1682 the settlement consisted of two
messuages which further contracted to a single farmhouse in the 19th-century. The site of
the 19th farmhouse consists of an enclosure adjacent to a hollow way running west with an
associated barn or linhay a short distance to the east (Plate 2). During the walkover survey
two large possible house platforms were identified cut into the hillside approximately 220 m
to the north-east of the 19th-century house (Plate 3 & Figure 8, WA 171). Given their
proximity to the later dwelling it is possible that these platforms were the site of the earlier
medieval settlement at Higher Yard.
Monkton

4.4.30

Monkton parish is set within the Otter Valley and has at its centre the small village of
Monkton which is located within the Site. Monkton was a sub-manor of Colyton a royal
estate and as such is not named in the Domesday Book being first named in the 13th
century (Weddell, 1992). The place-name Monkton suggests that the settlement may have
monastic origins and a document of 1297 records an ‘old grange’ at the settlement
suggesting the existence of a monastic farm (ibid. 8). Described as ‘old’ in the 13th century
the grange may have originated as a monastic holding granted by the king during the AngloSaxon period. The location of the ‘old grange’ is not known. Monkton is the location of a
deserted settlement site containing numerous earthworks likely to represent the former
medieval village, although some of the remains may have early medieval origins (Figure 4,
WA 80). There is also evidence for several other possible settlement sites in the vicinity of
the village (to the east) that may date from this period (i.e. WA 156, 168).

4.4.31

During the medieval period the evidence suggests that the village at Monkton was an
important manorial complex. As previously noted a document of 1297, recording the
holdings of the local elite family the de Mohuns, described an ‘old grange’ and a ‘park’ at
Monkton. It is not clear where these were located, although the grange would likely have
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consisted of various buildings including a chapel. Later in the period the settlement
possessed a mill and parish church but any manorial buildings were not retained as the
landowners who followed the de Mohuns, the Carew family, did not dwell in the village
(ibid.). Medieval Monkton is attested to in a collection of artefacts recovered at the fields
around Otter View Farm by the East Devon Metal Detecting Club (Figure 4, WA 79). The
earliest artefacts dated from the 12th century and included a lead Pilgrims Ampullae.
4.4.32

Earthworks are located within the field to the north of the Church of St Mary Magdalene
(Figure 4, WA 80). These were visited during the walkover survey and were seen to consist
of a cluster of probable house platforms set around a broad hollow-way (Plate 27). A
terraced platform and enclosure on the north-east side probably reflects the location of a
former mill. A leat previously ran into the mill from the north, possibly following the line of a
later field boundary. Nothing now remains of this feature aside from a slight ditch
approximately 750 m to the north. The mill may have been used for fulling as the field to the
immediate north of the earthworks is named as ‘Rexy’ a name that suggest a possible drying
rack area (Figure 4, WA 157). The central hollow-way seemingly runs into the River Otter
although the location of the river may have changed since the medieval period and, as
attested by the place-name Ford Farm and Ford Bridge there was a river crossing in the
vicinity of the settlement.

4.4.33

The earthworks at Monkton were investigated in 1994 with four test-pits and a trench dug
across parts of the site (Exeter Museums Archaeological Field Unit, 1994). The pits
recorded medieval pottery dating from the late-12th and early-13th centuries as well as
post-medieval pottery. The archaeological deposits were considered to be in a good state
of preservation and it was concluded that well preserved medieval settlement remains
probably occur across the site.

4.4.34

As with much of the land along the Otter Valley the fields surrounding Monkton contain
earthworks; banks and lynchets that reflect the former existence of medieval open fields. It
is also likely that some of the parish’s farmsteads may originate in the medieval period.
Tovehayne Farm for example dates from at least the 15th century (Figure 4, WA 81).

4.4.35

Along the boundary between Monkton and Cotleigh parishes are a number of field names
and place names that contain the name ‘Stadbury’ or ‘Stedbury’ (Figure 4, WA 148) The
etymology of this name suggest the presence of an enclosed settlement possibly of AngloSaxon date around this location. No earthwork remains of such a settlement are known
from this area.
Honiton

4.4.36

Honiton parish is centred on the town of Honiton which originated as a roadside settlement.
The place-name is derived from ‘Huna’s Farm’ an Anglo-Saxon name suggesting a
farmstead at this location during the early medieval period.

4.4.37

A borough was founded at Honiton by William de Vernon the 5th Earl of Devon between
1194 and 1217 and the town developed along the Exeter to London Road (Fisher, 1999).
Beyond the town to the north-east at Langford, situated close to the river Otter was a mill
dating from the 13th century (Figure 3, WA 84). No remains of the mill now exist aside from
subtle earthworks visible on LiDAR that correspond to the mill’s former enclosure. Traces
of the mill’s former leat are also visible (WA 85).
Combe Raleigh

4.4.38

Located to the south-west of the historic boundary of Monkton Parish is a formerly detached
part of Combe Raleigh Parish. Documentary research carried out in advance of the mid16
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1990s A30 road scheme (Weddell, 1992) concluded that, from the 12th century, the
detached part was the location of a medieval estate named ‘Cheeseway’ which took its
name from an important road, possibly a former Roman Road located further south (Figure
3, WA 74). Post medieval settlements within the estate consisted of the former Northwood
Farm and the extant Higher Northcote, the medieval ‘Cheeseway’ name having been lost.
A hollow way leading to the former farm at Northwood may originate as a route associated
with medieval settlement in this area (WA 75).
4.4.39

4.4.40

During the walkover survey earthworks related to a possible former settlement were
identified approximately 70 m south-west of the site of the former Northwood Farm (Figure
7, WA 170). The earthworks consist of two rectangular possible house platforms and a third
possible smaller platform set against the hillside on terraces (Plate 4). A ditch or possible
hollow-way approaches the group from the west passing the site on the south side. This
feature is shown as a boundary on Ordnance Survey mapping from 1880 and may be a
later feature, although one that respects the location of the earthworks. The settlement is
likely to at least pre-date the 19th century as it is not shown on the earliest available
mapping, a Tithe Map of 1840, which depicts the area of the settlement as lying within an
orchard.
Post-medieval (AD 1500 – 1800) - 19th Century (AD 1800 – 1900)
During the post-medieval period and 19th century a pastoral farming regime dominated the
Blackdown Hills. Parliamentary enclosure of heathland on the plateaux during the 19thcentury opened up areas which were more suitable for arable farming. Land was mostly
farmed in ‘leys,’ semi-permanent grassland with long grassland leys interspersed with
episodes of cultivation (Brown et al, 2014, 2). Situated between Devon, Somerset and
Dorset the hills were regarded as a marginal area with a ‘wild’ and ‘sinister’ reputation in
folklore (ibid.) Very little change occurred across the Site during the post-medieval period,
some new farms emerged and the settlement at Monkton is thought to have contracted
(Weddell, 1992). A number of farms dating from the post-medieval period are no longer
extant having been generally abandoned in the early 20th century.

4.4.41

During the walkover survey the ruined remains of post-medieval and 19th-century
farmhouses were noted at a number of locations. Adjacent to Devonshire Inn Farm are the
remains of Devonshire Inn Cottage consisting of foundations set on an earthwork terrace
(Figure 6, WA 102). This cottage was demolished in the 1990s in anticipation of
improvements to the A30 and was fully recorded (Matthews, 1995).

4.4.42

A ruinous brick structure was noted within a dense wooded plot beside the A30 (Figure 5,
WA 78). A house, called Summerhayes, is evident at this location on the 1840s Tithe Map
suggesting at least an early 19th-century date for the building. Ruined remains of the former
Reddick’s Farm were also noted located within heavily overgrown land on the edge of
woodland on the west slopes of Reddick’s Hill (Figure 5, WA 120). The farm is depicted on
the 1840s Tithe Map and is likely to have been post-medieval. The survey also noted the
ruined remains of four Linhays (a form of open sided cattle barn common in Devon) all of
which are depicted on the Tithe Maps of the 1840s (Figure 21 & 3-6, WA 119, 136).

4.4.43

The high ridge in the eastern part of the Study Area was the location of a number of postmedieval settlements that have since become abandoned. A farm dating from at least the
18th century was located at Braddick’s Farm (Figure 4, WA 92) and several ruinous
cottages are located in the area (Figures 3 & 4, WA 141, 142). Braddicks Farm was located
in a prominent position and field names suggest that it may have been the location a beacon
(Figure 4, WA147), the farm possibly originating as the beacon keeper’s residence.
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4.4.44

Evidence suggests that during the post-medieval period the low-lying fields in the Otter
Valley to the north of Honiton were used as water meadows. The slight earthwork remains
of the ditches of a water meadow system were noted during the walkover survey in fields to
the north and to the east of Langford Bridge (Figure 3, WA 150) (Plate 5). Earthworks are
visible on LiDAR data in many of the fields adjacent to the river in this area (the location of
these is indicted on Figure 7, WA 169). The field to the immediate south of Langford bridge
can been seen, both on LiDAR and on the ground, to contain earthworks relating to several
possible phases of water management. Water Meadows can be seen as can other ditch
networks including a possible ditched enclosure.

4.4.45

The Otter Valley was relatively unaffected by change as a result of the Industrial Revolution
of the 18th and 19th centuries. Local industry, aside from the continuing use of agricultural
mills, was focussed on the small scale but extensive extraction of gravel and clay.
Elsewhere in the Blackdown Hills 18th-century industry included mining for whetstones in
particular in the area around Blackborough. There is no known evidence for any similar
mining activity within the Site although the place-name ‘Stoneburrow’ in Rawridge may
allude to such activity within this area.

4.4.46

The Head deposit present on the slopes that characterise much of the Site contains local
deposits of sand, gravel, marl and clay. During the post-medieval and modern periods these
deposits were extracted and pits, some of which are very deep, are located across much of
the Site. Likewise the river valley bottom contains alluvial deposits of gravel that were also
targets for extraction. The location of these pits, as recorded during the walkover survey is
shown on Figures 7-9. Notable area of extraction include a number of large gravel pits
located to the west of the A30 around Cheney’s Farm; marl pits in the general vicinity of
Monkton Barton; clay pits on the slopes around Higher Yard, to the east of Yard Farm and
Hayne Farm; clay pits to the east of Clay Pits Farm and clay pits around Wellsprings Farm.
During the walkover survey possible hut platforms were noted adjacent to clay pits to the
immediate west of Claypits Covert (Figure 8). It is possible that these represent the former
location of buildings associated with the working of the pits.

4.4.47

In 1817 a turnpike between Honiton and Illminster was opened, the route of the present A30
(Figure 3, WA 93). The turnpike cut across an existing road network that had developed in
response to local needs; generally the need for access to the area’s farms and villages or
for the movement of livestock. Many of the old routes followed paths between the lower
pastures and the higher ground on the plateau and animals are likely to have been
transferred between the two landscapes through the course of the year. Such routes,
especially those associated with the area’s older farmsteads and settlements may date from
the medieval period. The construction of the turnpike led to many of the old tracks becoming
redundant as did the loss of post-medieval farms in the early 20th century. The pre-turnpike
layout of tracks in the area can be seen on the 1809 Old Edition Ordnance Survey Map
(Figure 20, C & D) and many of the tracks can also be seen on the Tithe Maps of the 1840s
(Figure 21). During the walkover survey a number of former roads and tracks were noted
many of which are located within hollow ways (Plate 6). A significant survival of old tracks
occurs in the woodland on the steep slopes around Rawridge which has served to protect
these features from agricultural erosion (Plate 7).

4.4.48

The turnpike had an influence over the settlement pattern at Monkton drawing the
settlement away from the medieval core around the mill and river as increased traffic on the
road provided new business opportunities (Weddell, 1992). This process led to the modern
situation at the village with a cluster of properties around the road and the riverside village,
the location of earthworks (Figure 4, WA 71) abandoned. Glen Eden (WA 06) a 17th
century cottage situated to the rear of the Church of St Mary Magdalene is one of the older
properties in the village, its position to the west of the roadside is a reflection of the village’s
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former focus further to the west. A map of 1797 shows Monkton prior to the turnpike (Figure
20, A). The map suggests a general decline with the village consisting of only a few
buildings. Two properties, one of which is the mill are seen within the area of the former
medieval village.
4.4.49

The turnpike was a toll road and a toll house was located within the Site at the junction to
the south-west of Devonshire Inn Farm (Figure 6, WA 107). Two 19th-century public
houses also associated with the turnpike existed within the Site. Both are currently extant
but are no longer public houses, Devonshire Inn Farm (formerly the Devonshire Inn, Figure
6, WA 104) and a house now named as ‘Treetops’ (Figure 3, WA 105).

4.4.50

Another major change at the Site which occurred during the 19th century was the 1823
Inclosure Act. This Act enclosed commons in Upottery leading to the enclosure of much of
the heath land on the plateau around and to the south of Devonshire Inn Farm (Figure 20,
B). The areas of parliamentary enclosure can be clearly seen consisting of large regular
fields of a quite different character to the small irregular, older fields further to the southwest.

4.4.51

At the far southern end of the Site, during the post-medieval period Honiton had grown into
thriving market town with important wool and lace industries with the lace industry reaching
a peak in the mid-19th century (Fisher, 1999). The town had not however expanded to the
north-west into the area of the Site and up until the later 20th century the edge of the town
was marked by the 17th-century Marwood House (Figure 1, WA 01). The most substantial
19th-century change around Honiton was the construction of the Yeovil Junction to Exeter
Railway which was opened in 1860 (Figure 3, WA 139). The railway line passes across the
southern end of the Site heading east into a tunnel at Northcote Hill Farm.

4.4.52

4.4.53

4.4.54

Modern (AD 1900 – present day)
The modern period witnessed an increasing loss of farms and other agricultural buildings
across the Site as well as a cessation of local quarrying. Aside from such losses the
landscape has changed little with many of the established post-medieval and 19th century
farms expanding and modernising. A general pattern has been the removal of field
boundaries creating larger enclosures a process often undertaken in order to facilitate
access for modern farming machinery. However, given the low importance of arable farming
in the region boundary removal has been minimal with the modern field layout still closely
resembling the post-medieval.
The greatest degree of modern development has occurred at the southern end of the Site
around Honiton. During the 20th century the town expanded with new housing estates on
the north-eastern fringe of the town located within the Site. The mid-1990s witnessed the
construction of the A30 Honiton Bypass, a dual carriageway and a series of junctions to the
north of the town which altered the existing network of local roads.
Undated
The assessment has identified evidence for several possible archaeological sites within the
Site which are of uncertain date. Remains with evidence for a possible date have already
been discussed however others are more enigmatic and are discussed below.
Mound above Stoneburrow

4.4.55

During the walkover survey a mound was located at the top of the ridge at Reddick’s Hill
approximately 270 m to the south of Stoneburrow cottage (Figure 8, WA 165). As noted
above the Devon HER identifies the ridgeline above Stoneburrow as an area with potential
for a barrow due to place-name evidence. The mound is incorporated into the bank of a
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field boundary and has the appearance of a large dump of material pushed up to and over
the boundary bank (Plate 8). The mound is roughly semi-circular and protrudes north-west
into woodland. There is no suggestion of a surrounding ditch.
4.4.56

At some point between 1905 and 1962 boundaries sub-dividing the field were removed
including a boundary that ran up to the location of the mound. It is possible the mound was
created during this process of boundary removal however it would be unusual for the bank
present at the boundary to have been pushed into a mound rather than simply used to infill
the ditch or spread across the field. Furthermore no other such mounds are present at the
joins of the field’s other former boundaries suggesting it was created through the dumping
of a specific load of material.

4.4.57

Although the mound does not appear to be formed of rubbish (seemingly consisting of earth
and stone) there is no evidence it represents an archaeological feature, such as a barrow
formerly extant within the field that has been cleared. Historic Ordnance Survey mapping
indicates that at the meeting of the boundaries there was a kink suggesting the boundary
was constructed in such a way as to deliberately avoid something (Figure 22, B). Further
investigation of this feature and the area around it may provide more evidence as to the
mound’s provenance.
Field Name - Blacklands

4.4.58

Situated on the hillside to the south of Monkton is a field named on the Tithe Map
Apportionment as ‘Blacklands’ (Figure 4, WA 156). This field name is often a reference to
the colour of the soil and can indicate the presence of an archaeological settlement site with
black soil reflecting settlement deposits or burning (Field, 1989, 22). The field named as
‘Blacklands’ is currently under arable cultivation and no earthworks were observed (Plate
9). The HER notes that under pasture the field contained undulations and possible
earthworks but no obvious sign of settlement.
Terraced platform close to Furzy Cottage

4.4.59

During the walkover survey a roughly square terraced platform was recorded (Figure 8,
WA 166, Plate 10). The platform is situated within a field of pasture approximately 130 m
to the south of Furzy cottage in Rawridge. Although superficially resembling a settlement
site the platform corresponds to an enclosure named as a ‘nursery’ depicted on the Tithe
Map of the 1840s.
L-shaped terrace at Rawridge

4.4.60

During the walkover survey a large, well defined L-shaped earthwork terrace was noted
which is also on the HER (Figure 4, WA 158, Plate 11). The earthwork is located within a
field on gently sloping land approximately 150 m to the south of Rawridge Farm. The terrace
appears to be defined by a low bank and resembles an enclosure rather than a lynchet.
Slight curvilinear banks were also noted within the enclosure possibly forming reflecting
another smaller enclosure. To the immediate south-east of the feature is a ruined linhay,
hollow-way and an extraction pit which are shown extant on the Tithe Map of the 1840s.
The L-shaped earthwork enclosure is not shown on the tithe map and may represent an
older phase of activity possibly associated with settlement at the site.
Enclosure on Reddicks Hill

4.4.61

During the walkover survey a small rectangular enclosure was noted within woodland on
Reddicks Hills (Figure 8, WA 167). The enclosure is defined by low banks and is located
at the ridge top above steep slopes adjacent to a junction between several tracks. It is
possible that the enclosure defined an area occupied by a small building or may have been
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a small stock enclosure associated with the adjacent tracks, likely to have been used as
drove-ways.
Enclosure near Monkton
4.4.62

During the walkover survey a terraced platform, possibly enclosed was observed situated
on the hillside to the east of Monkton (Figure 7, WA 168). The earthworks consist of broad
banks on the east and west sides defining a level space and possibly a very slight bank on
the north side (Plate 12). The feature has an oval shape. The banks have clearly been
subject to ploughing as they have a smooth, spread profile. No bank is present on the south
side suggesting that this area may have been an entrance. The earthwork site is likely to
represent a terraced platform for a building which may have been enclosed. The feature is
not depicted on historic mapping and given its seemingly oval shape may represent the
remains of a small settlement site possible of prehistoric or Roman date.
Banks and lynchets

4.4.63

The walkover survey identified numerous banks and lynchets across the Site. These are
depicted on Figures 7-9 (Plate 16). Most of these earthworks relate to historic field layouts
and many probably date from the medieval period representing headlands between the
furlongs of former open fields or accumulations of soil on slopes at the edge of a ploughed
area. Others may be later, representing late medieval or post-medieval boundaries removed
as fields were amalgamated in later periods. Some may represent the remains of premedieval field systems however there are none which do not respect the modern layout
suggesting that they are all medieval or later.

4.5

Historic Landscape Character

4.5.1

Devon Historic Landscape Characterisation records a number of different landscape
character types within the Site which are discussed below:
Medieval enclosures

4.5.2

Fields probably first enclosed with hedge banks during the Middle Ages. This category
applies to a small part of the Site consisting of an area to the south of Monkton Barton and
area around Yard and Hayne Farms. These fields are highly irregular and are defined by
large banks and deep ditches with dense mature hedgerows.
Medieval enclosures based on strip fields

4.5.3

This area was probably first enclosed with hedge-banks during the later middle ages. The
curving form of the hedge-banks suggests that earlier it may have been farmed as open
strip-fields. This category applies to a large proportion of the land within the Site.
Predominantly it describes land on the valley sides with a proliferation of land of this
character around Rawridge but also is applied to a large tract of land on the plateau above
Reddick’s Hill, and on the plateau summit to the south-east of Monkton. These fields are
generally small to medium, irregular with s-shaped boundaries and dog-legs representing
the form of medieval furlongs subsequently enclosed. They are defined by large banks and
deep ditches with dense mature hedgerows.
Post-medieval enclosures

4.5.4

Enclosures of post-medieval date. Fields laid out in the 18th and 19th centuries commonly
have many surveyed dead-straight field boundaries. This category applies predominantly
to land on the plateau at the north-east end of the Site but also to land in the river valley
bottom around Monkton and other pockets of land at the southern end of the Site area. As
previously discussed land on the plateau in Upottery was enclosed by Act of Parliament in
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1823. These fields tend to be medium to large and a generally regular and straight sided.
Boundaries feature vary, generally being smaller and less dense that the earlier boundaries.
The Parliamentary Enclosures are defined by well defined, substantial banks topped with
homogenous hedgerows.
Post-medieval enclosures with medieval elements
4.5.5

These enclosures are probably based on medieval fields, but the many straight field
boundaries suggest they were substantially re-organised in the post-medieval period. This
category refers to a limited amount of land within the Site generally within the valley bottom.
Fields are generally medium to large and are defined by varied boundaries including
medieval and post-medieval types.
Other Woodland

4.5.6

Broad-leaved plantations, re-planted ancient woodland or secondary woodland that has
grown up from scrub. All of the woodland on the steep scarp slopes is included within this
category. Woodland plots are irregular and generally defined by topography. Woodland
boundaries vary but tend to be similar to medieval boundaries with large banks and deep
ditches with dense mature hedgerows.
Rough ground

4.5.7

Rough grazing ground, heathland or moorland. Only a few small areas at the north end of
the Site remain of the rough heath that once characterised much of the plateau. Other rough
ground is identified in pockets throughout the Site as land that shows signs of earlier
historical use as agricultural land.
Orchard

4.5.8

Orchards planted with fruit trees. Small orchards are located throughout the Site. These
tend to be directly associated with specific farms.
Old water-meadows

4.5.9

This area may have been managed as valley-bottom water-meadows in the late medieval
and/or post-medieval periods. As previously discussed water meadows were located on the
valley bottom across land to the north of Honiton.

4.5.10

Mature hedgerows within the Site may fulfil the criteria for being considered historically
Important as defined under the Hedgerows Regulations 1997 (as amended in 2002), and
could therefore be subject to statutory protection. These hedgerows represent an important
element of the HLC of the area as they legibly define historically derived patterns of land
management.

4.6

Built heritage

4.6.1

The built heritage of the Blackdown Hills is considered to be an essential and distinctive
aspect of the area’s landscape character. The characteristic construction material used in
historic buildings is chert and the extensive use of chert construction in the Blackdown Hills
is considered unique in the UK (AONB, 2012). Greensand is also used but rarely, as it is
easier to collect chert from the fields than it is to quarry stone. Chert is usually laid uncut
and randomly rather than in courses and the local stone gives buildings a creamy coloured
appearance. Only wealthy owners paid for stone to be cut and laid in courses, and houses
displaying such characteristics tend to be high status. As well as chert other historic building
materials include Beerstone, Hamstone and Blue Lias, which were more often used for
detailing than for elevations, and cob which was often rendered in plain lime. Traditional
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roofs tend to be thatched. Bricks and slate were generally not used until after the arrival of
the railways in the mid-19th century. As a general rule brick or slate features can be dated
with confidence as post-1842 (ibid, 9).
4.6.2

Traditional buildings tend to be positioned in locations sheltered from the south-westerly
wind and due to the area’s high rainfall often have steeply pitched roofs. Due to the lengths
of available timbers most buildings tend to be only four or five meters deep. Houses built
before 1700 generally have a long narrow plan, a three-room-with-cross-passage plan
common across the West Country. This plan consists of a central hall with two smaller outer
rooms on either side. A passage linked the front and back doors which were opposite each
other on the long elevations. Post 1600 most houses had chimneys located in the hall. Early
houses tended to have small timber framed windows and hipped or half-hipped roofs.

4.6.3

Georgian and Victorian houses (1700-1900) in the Blackdown Hills tend to combine the
architectural fashions of the era with local building styles and materials leading to some
unique and distinctive buildings. Construction sensitive to traditional local forms, styles and
materials continued into the 20th and 21st centuries although the later 20th century
witnessed the construction of modern buildings often designed without reference to local
traditions and character (ibid.).

4.6.4

Of the 19 Listed Buildings within the Site (all shown on Figure 1 & 2) ten are houses. Of
these all but one are fairly typical examples of traditional late medieval or post-medieval
vernacular houses. The Site’s larger farmhouses are generally the oldest with 16th century
cores. Yard Farmhouse (WA 08), Hayne Farmhouse (WA 10), Underdown Farmhouse (WA
12), Rawridge Farmhouse (WA 15) and Preston Farmhouse (WA 17) all date from the 16th
century and are constructed in chert rubble with some cob. All these houses follow similar
patterns of development with late 16th or 17th century enlargement to a four room plan from
an original three room plan, 17th century additions of chimney stacks converting the houses
from open hearth halls and in some cases the replacement of thatched roofs with slate roofs
in the 19th century. Crinhayes Farmhouse (WA 19) is similar but of a 17th century date.
Three houses are cottages (WA 05, 06, 16) all of which are also atypical vernacular houses
of 17th or 18th century date with three room plans, chert rubble construction and thatched
roofs.

4.6.5

The exception is the Grade II* Listed Building Marwood House situated in Honiton (WA 01).
Marwood House is early 17th century in date and was constructed by the son of Queen
Elizabeth I’s physician, the queen having had ties to Honiton. The building is stone built with
a differing plan to the vernacular. It has a large central porch, large windows, a stone cornice
and parapet and an original slate roof. The building’s materials and design reflect its high
status origins and the apparent wealth of its builder.

4.6.6

Other Listed Buildings within the Site consist of historic agricultural buildings associated
with the farmhouses (WA 11, 13, 14, 18) and the Grade II* Listed Church of St Mary
Magdalene in Monkton (WA 02). Other Listed structures include two bridges (WA 03, 04),
a milestone (WA 09) and the Monkton Village Pump (WA 07).

4.6.7

The agricultural buildings consist of two shippons at Hayne Farm (WA 11) and Underdown
Farm (WA 13), a barn at Underdown Farm (WA 14) and a cluster of buildings at Preston
Farm (WA 18). All are typical vernacular buildings built in chert rubble and all aside from
the shippon at Hayne Farm have roofs that were formerly thatch. All date from the 18th or
19th centuries. The church of St Mary Magdalene (WA 01) is of a 19th century date
replacing an older 15th-century church parts of which make up the church tower. The church
is constructed in local chert rubble with Bathstone ashlar dressings and detail and has a
slate roof. The building is a mixture of styles with a Perpendicular tower, Early English nave
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and Decorated chancel.
4.7

Assessment of survival and previous impacts

4.7.1

A variety of different processes are likely to have caused disturbance to buried
archaeological remains across the Site. As described, none of the Site has been subject to
overly intensive arable cultivation, however, periodic ploughing is likely to have occurred
across much of the Site due to the practice of the agricultural regime of ‘lays’ which involved
occasional arable cultivation interspersed with long periods of pasture. The 1994 test pits
and trial trenches (Exeter Museums Archaeological Field Unit, 1994) identified that,
particularly on the plateau, arable cultivation had been more intensive that previously
thought. As such it is anticipated that there is likely to have been some disturbance to
archaeological remains through ploughing across the whole Site in particular on the plateau
fields. It is likely however, that the disturbance to archaeological remains on the valley
slopes has been relatively minimal.

4.7.2

Other processes within the Site likely to have caused disturbance to archaeological remains
include extraction (although most former pits are easily identified as earthworks), forestry
and orchard planting and the early 19th century construction of the turnpike. The installation
of drainage systems may also have caused localised disturbance, although this is unlikely
to have significantly diminished the archaeological potential of the Site.
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5

POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT EFFECTS- PHYSICAL IMPACTS

5.1

Introduction

5.1.1

This section provides an initial assessment of the potential effects of the proposed
development in relation to elements of the historic environment resource that may be
subject to physical impacts. The following predictions as to the potential effects of the
proposed development are based upon potential impacts across the entire Site area rather
than specific proposals and are intended to inform the design of options for the proposed
development.

5.2

Summary of known and potential historic environment resource

5.2.1

The following tables (Tables 2 & 3) present a summary of the known and potential elements
of the historic environment resource within the Site and its vicinity, which could be physically
affected by the development proposals, based on the information presented in Section 4.

5.2.2

Table 2 presents known heritage assets within the Site by period, describes the assets and
their significance and describes likely previous impacts. Entries in Table 3 are assigned a
‘Potential’ rating, which represents a measure of probability. This has been determined via
the application of professional judgement, informed by the evidence presented in the
preceding sections of this assessment. ‘Potential’ is expressed on a four point scale,
assigned in accordance with the following criteria:

5.2.3



High Situations where heritage assets are known or strongly suspected to be
present within the Site or its vicinity and which are likely to be well preserved.



Moderate Includes cases where there are grounds for believing that heritage
assets may be present, but for which conclusive evidence is not currently
available. This category is also applied in situations in which heritage assets are
likely to be present, but also where their state of preservation may have been
compromised.



Low Circumstances where the available information indicates that heritage assets
are unlikely to be present, or that their state of preservation is liable to be severely
compromised.



Unknown Cases where currently available information does not provide sufficient
evidence on which to provide an informed assessment with regard to the potential
for heritage assets to be present.

The ‘Significance’ of known and potential heritage assets included in Tables 2 and 3 has
been determined in accordance with the criteria set out in Section 3.5.
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Table 2:

Summary of known historic environment resource within the Site

Heritage Asset

Period and Description

Marwood House (WA
01)

Post-medieval

Church of St Mary
Magdalene (WA 02)

Post-medieval/19thcentury

Possible barrow at
Monkton (WA 173)

Exact date unknown
possibly Early Bronze
Age

Monkton earthworks
(WA 80)

EarlyMedieval/Medieval/postmedieval

Grade II Listed
buildings (WA 3-19)

17 buildings and
structures dating from
16th – 19th centuries

Ironworking sites at
Higher Northcote and
Stopgate (WA 174 &
180)

Unknown: probably Iron
Age – early-medieval

Significance

Previous
impacts

Early 17th century house located in Honiton

National

None

Parish church with tower located in Monkton

National

None

National

Earthwork
probably
subject to
historic
ploughing

Area of earthworks related to deserted medieval settlement at Monkton. The earthworks
consist of a possible ten building platforms set around a wide hollow-way, a banked enclosure
and the location of a former mill. Well preserved medieval remains are known to exist beneath
the earthworks.

Regional

Earthworks
probably
subject to
historic
ploughing

Nine houses, four agricultural buildings, two bridges, a milestone and a pump

Regional

None

Regional/Local

Buried
deposits
probably
disturbed
by
ploughing

A roughly circular, low, uneven mound surrounded by a ditch situated on a hillside to the east
of Monkton. Possibly a barrow.

Evidence from test pits suggest ironworking sites in the vicinity of two locations
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Heritage Asset

Period and Description

Upottery Bank (WA
69)

Exact date unknown
possibly Late
Prehistoric to Early
Medieval

Probable course of earthwork boundary with evidence for possible extant section and
cropmark. Possibly an long linear boundary dating from later prehistory

Possible enclosure at
Monkton (WA 168)

Exact date unknown
possibly Late
Prehistoric

An earthwork consisting of an oval, slightly embanked house platform/enclosure situated on a
hillside to the east of Monkton. Possible small settlement enclosure

Enclosure at
Rawridge (WA 158)

Undated

Possible settlement
remains at Northwood
Farm (WA 170)

Undated possibly
medieval or postmedieval

Possible settlement
remains at Higher
Yard (WA 171)

Undated possibly
medieval or postmedieval

Water meadows (WA
169)

Post-medieval

Earthwork bank defining rectangular terraced area with possible internal earthwork enclosure

Three probable house platforms located close to later former farmstead at Northwood Farm.
Documentary evidence records a medieval settlement in this location.

Two probable house platforms located close to later farmstead at Higher Yard. Documentary
evidence records a medieval settlement in this location.

Earthwork remains of water meadows.

Significance

Previous
impacts

Regional/Local

Ploughing
and
grubbing
out of
boundary
earthwork

Regional/Local

Earthwork
previously
subject to
historic
ploughing

Regional/Local

Earthwork
previously
subject to
historic
ploughing

Local

Earthwork
previously
subject to
orchard
planting
and
probably
ploughing

Local

Earthwork
probably
previously
subject to
ploughing

Local

Earthwork
probably
previously
subject to
ploughing
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Period and Description

Heritage Asset

Significance

Previous
impacts

Site of Langford Mill
(WA 84)

Medieval/post-medieval

Slight earthwork remains of mill and associated leats. Probably buried remains of mill.

Local

Earthworks
probably
previously
subject to
ploughing

Former post-medieval
or 19th century
buildings (WA 76, 87,
94, 119, 120 & 136)

Post-medieval/Modern

Ruined remains of three farmhouses and four linhays. All consist of brick or stone structures.

Local

None

Former extraction pits
(Figures 7-9)

Post-medieval/Modern

Earthworks remains of numerous extraction pits across the Site and possible associated
building platforms at Claypits Covert

Local/Negligible

Earthworks
previously
subject to
historic
ploughing

Mound at Reddicks
Hill (WA 165)

Undated

Mound of earth dumped at field boundary. Possibly represents remains of mutilated barrow,
possibly non-archaeological.

Unknown

Mound has
been redeposited

Table 3:

Summary of potential historic environment resource within the Site

Potential

Period and Description

Significance

High

Post-medieval and
19th century

Local

The landscape at the Site is relatively unchanged since the 19th-century. The farms (both extant and
ruined), settlements and many of the fields within the Site are post-medieval or 19th-century in date.
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Potential

Period and Description

Significance

Early Medieval
and Medieval

Evidence suggests that Monkton originated in the early medieval period. The deserted settlement
remains at Monkton may include Saxon period remains. Many of the Site’s farms originate in the
medieval period and much of landscape within the Site consists of late medieval enclosures of an
earlier medieval open field system. Ironworking remains may exist within the Site that date from the
early-medieval period.

Regional/Local

Romano-British

A probable Roman road is located within the Site. Ironworking remains are known to exist within the
Site that probably date from the Romano-British Period.

Regional/Local

Prehistoric –
Mesolithic

Flint artefact scatters are known from within the Site. Similar remains are likely to exist including
possible temporary hunting camps identified from lithic remains.

Regional

Prehistoric – Early
Bronze Age

A possible barrow is located within the Site above Monkton (WA 173). Also place name evidence at
several locations suggest the historic presence of barrows.

National/Regional

Prehistoric Palaeolithic

There is a slight possibility of the valley bottom gravels within the Site containing stray artefacts of
Lower or Middle Palaeolithic date.

Regional

Moderate

Low
Prehistoric Neolithic

Due to a Neolithic presence elsewhere in the Blackdown Hills there is a slight possibility of Neolithic
remains occurring within the Site.

Unknown
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Potential

Period and Description

Significance

Prehistoric – MidBronze Age – Iron
Age

Unknown

Due to the nearby location of Dumpdon Hillfort there is considered a slight possibility for Mid-Bronze
Age – Iron Age settlement or field systems within the Site. Ironworking remains within the Site may
date from the Iron Age although such remains would be rare in the Blackdown Hills.
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5.3

Statement of potential impact

5.3.1

Designated heritage assets
Direct physical impact on Designated Heritage Assets is considered to be unlikely although
dependant on later design options. The potential for the development proposals to affect
the settings of designated heritage assets is discussed in Section 6.

5.3.2

Archaeological remains
The implementation of the Proposed Development is anticipated to entail the following
sources of ground disturbance and excavations:



Preliminary site investigation works;



Setting up a secure construction compound within the Site;



Plant movement;



Topsoil stripping;



Hard landscaping, levelling and laying of road foundations on new road areas;



Installation of services, drainage and other infrastructure;



Soft landscape on roadside verges;



Environmental enhancement works, including planting.

5.3.3

The aforementioned works have the potential to result in the damage to or loss of any buried
archaeological features which may be present within their footprint. This could in turn result
in a total or partial loss of significance of these heritage assets.

5.3.4

Any adverse impact to buried archaeological features would be permanent and irreversible
in nature. This potential adverse effect could be reduced through the implementation of an
appropriate scheme of archaeological mitigation.

5.3.5

The most destructive elements of the development proposals in terms of below ground
archaeology (should any such remains be present within the Site) would be likely to be
associated with the main construction areas i.e. the footprint of any proposed new road
sections.

5.3.6

Historic Landscape Character
It is unlikely that any new road scheme considered within the Site would substantially alter
the character of the Historic Landscape. It is likely that boundary removal may occur
however due to the linear nature of the scheme such removal is likely to focus on a narrow
corridor and would have little impact upon the wider layout of fields. As the A30 is an existing
component of the landscape the scheme would not result in change to the character of the
landscape through which the present road runs.
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6

POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT EFFECTS- SETTINGS OF HERITAGE ASSETS

6.1

Introduction

6.1.1

This section presents an assessment of the potential effects of development within the Site
on the settings of designated heritage assets, in accordance with the Historic England
methodology set out in Section 3.6.

6.1.2

It should be noted that this report is designed to inform the development of a fixed scheme
within the Site. Therefore the assessment of the potential effects of development presented
in this section is focused on identifying the most sensitive aspects of the settings of
designated heritage assets rather than specific impacts.

6.2

Step one of assessment - Scoping exercise

6.2.1

Although extensive, the Site is situated within a landscape of hills which serves to restrict
views of the Site from any great distance. The bare earth ZTV used for viewshed analysis
determined that, outside of the limit of the Site, visibility of the Site area is probably least
restricted to the west with only pockets of visible land to the south, east and north. The
landscape contains a substantial degree of woodland, densely wooded hedgerows and
buildings and as such the actual visibility of the Site is fairly restricted. The Site is most
prominent when viewed from higher land to the west, the hills that define the western edge
of the Otter Valley.

6.2.2

Designated heritage assets were identified within the ZTV that were deemed potentially
sensitive to development within the Site. These included all designated heritage assets of
the ‘highest significance’ (Grade I and II* Listed buildings & Scheduled Monuments) any
Conservation Areas and Grade II Listed buildings within the Otter Valley to the west of the
Site with which there was deemed to be clear intervisibility with the Site.

6.2.3

Designated Assets within the ZTV considered potentially sensitive to development within
the Site included:



10 Scheduled Monuments;



One Grade I Listed Buildings



17 Grade II* Listed Buildings;



14 Grade II Listed Buildings; and



One Conservation Area.

6.2.4

No World Heritage Sites, Registered Parks and Gardens or Registered Battlefields were
identified within the ZTV.

6.2.5

Initial desk based appraisal using Ordnance Survey Mapping identified that of the
designated assets within the ZTV a number were of such a distance from the Site that
intervisibility would be heavily limited by intervening landscape features and the Site would
be too distant to represent a key part of the asset’s setting. As such three Scheduled
Monuments and six Grade II* Listed Buildings were excluded from further assessment.

6.2.6

As the proposed development is currently not fixed Listed Buildings within the Site were
also considered as a part of the assessment, it being important to ascertain the key aspect
of their setting in order to inform scheme options.

6.2.7

Following scoping designated heritage assets identified as potentially sensitive to
development within the Site both within the ZTV and within the Site are illustrated on
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Figures 13-16 and listed in Appendix 5. In order to undertake further Steps of the
assessment process (as defined by Historic England) all of these assets were visited in the
field as best as possible from public rights of way.
6.2.8

In order to assist in scheme option development, areas that represent the settings of assets
within or close to the Site in which development may affect the significance of the assets in
questions are illustrated on Figures 17-19.

6.3

Grade II* Listed Building Marwood House (WA 01)

6.3.1

The asset and its setting
Marwood House is an early 17th century stone built, high status house constructed by the
son of Queen Elizabeth I’s physician, Thomas Marwood. The house is situated within
Honiton on the eastern edge of the historic town but is not located within the Honiton
Conservation Area. It has a secluded setting within private gardens enclosed by a high
stone wall and as such is only partially visible from the adjacent roadside. Beyond the
gardens the house’s setting entirely comprises modern 20th century housing.

6.3.2

Contribution of the setting to the significance of the asset
The house’s gardens represent an important part of its setting creating a secluded, intimate
area from which to experience the house. The house also has associative links with the
historic part of Honiton as defined by the Conservation Area.

6.3.3

Potential effects of the proposed development
Any proposed scheme within the Site is unlikely to be visible from the house as modern
housing screens intervisibility in most directions. Any works affecting the road to the
immediate south of the house may have the potential to affect it’s setting.

6.4

Grade II* Listed Building Church of St Mary Magdalene (WA 02)

6.4.1

6.4.2

6.4.3

The asset and its setting
The Church of St Mary Magdalene is a 19th century parish church that incorporates
elements of an older 15th century church. The church is situated within the small village of
Monkton immediately adjacent to the A30. The church’s setting comprises a small
churchyard bounded by high hedgerows to the north-west and south and a low rubble stone
wall to the east. Beyond the churchyard the wider setting to the north and west comprises
fields of pasture within the Otter Valley with the river situated 130 m to the north-west (Plate
28). This includes a field containing the earthwork remains of medieval settlement. To the
south and east are buildings within the village with rising land to the east.
Contribution of the setting to the significance of the asset
The church derives its significance from its evidential (architectural) value, its historic value
illustrating the history of Monkton village, its aesthetic value as an attractive building with a
prominent tower and its communal value as a local religious facility. The church’s setting is
important in terms of its significance. The immediate churchyard has a close functional
association with the church representing a secluded, intimate surrounding from which to
experience the building. The wider setting largely comprises a relatively open rural
landscape that allows for the church’s tower to act as a prominent feature of the local valley
landscape visible from across the local area. The church also has an important associative
relationship with the village itself including with the archaeological remains of the medieval
village situated to the north.
The A30 passes the church in close proximity (Plate 17). The road is very busy, noisy and
restricts access to the church on foot from the east. The road is considered to be a
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distraction from the experience of the church both visually and by greatly diminishing the
tranquillity around the church that would otherwise be fostered by its rural surroundings. As
such the road, as a part of the church’s setting, is considered to have a negative impact
upon its significance.

6.4.4

6.5
6.5.1

6.5.2

6.5.3

6.6
6.6.1

6.6.2

Potential effects of the proposed development
Any scheme that would serve to reduce traffic volumes along the A30 as it passes the
church would be considered to negate the negative impact that this has on the church and
thus would have a positive effect on the church’s setting. Any scheme that crosses the fields
to the north and west would be considered to be within the church’s setting and would be
likely to impact upon the church’s significance especially if it causes harm to the deserted
settlement earthworks to the north.
Grade II Listed Langford Bridge (WA 03)
The asset and its setting
Langford Bridge is an early 19th century bridge over the River Otter. The bridge is
constructed in chert rubble with limestone ashlar voussoirs, pier and cutwaters. The bridge
is two-span with two arches. The bridge has a limited setting comprising the river and road
that crosses the bridge. It is surrounded on all side by large fields of low lying pasture.
Contribution of the setting to the significance of the asset
The bridge’s most important setting comprises the road and river both of which have a key
functional relationship with the bridge. The surrounding landscape of fields engenders a
sense of rural tranquillity at the bridge allowing for the bridge to be experienced within its
original historic, rural setting.
Potential effects of the proposed development
The present A30 is visible as a distant feature of the wider landscape when viewed from
the bridge. However, due to the lack of proximity and lack of relevance that the wider
landscape has to the bridge, it has no impact upon the bridge’s significance. Any scheme
that affects the fields surrounding the bridge, the course of the river Otter or the minor road
that crosses the bridge may harm the bridge’s significance.
Grade II Listed Ford Bridge (WA 04)
The asset and its setting
Ford Bridge is an early 19th century bridge over the River Otter that replaced an earlier ford.
The bridge is constructed in chert rubble with limestone cutwaters and abutments, brick
voussoirs and vaults. The bridge is two-span with low segmental arches. The bridge has a
limited setting comprising the river and road that crosses the bridge. It is surrounded to the
west, south and east by large fields of low lying pasture. To the north are buildings
associated with Ford Farm.
Contribution of the setting to the significance of the asset
The bridge’s most important setting comprises the road and river both of which have a key
functional relationship with the bridge. The surrounding landscape of fields engenders a
sense of rural tranquillity at the bridge allowing for the bridge to be experienced within its
original historic, rural setting. Ford Farm has a close association with the bridge and its
predecessor ford. The present A30 is visible to the south-east from the bridge. The road is
very busy and noisy and can be clearly heard from the bridge the sound disrupting the
tranquillity of the rural landscape in this area.
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6.6.3

6.7
6.7.1

6.7.2

Potential effects of the proposed development
Any scheme that serves to reduce traffic volumes along the A30 as it passes to the southeast would be considered to negate the negative impact that this has on the bridge and thus
would have a positive effect on the bridge’s significance. Any scheme that affects the fields
surrounding the bridge, the course of the river Otter or the minor road that crosses the
bridge may harm the bridge’s significance.
Grade II Listed Building Little Thatch (WA 05)
The asset and its setting
Little Thatch is a 17th-century cottage with a core that is typical Blackdown Hills vernacular
with a three room plan, rendered chert rubble walls and a thatched roof (Plate 18). The
cottage also has two phases of later extensions. The cottage is set within secluded, private
gardens defined by dense hedges and trees. The wider setting consists of agricultural fields,
currently mostly arable, on land sloping to the north-west into the valley of the River Otter.
The landscape to the north-west is screened from the house by trees.
Contribution of the setting to the significance of the asset
The house derives its significance from its evidential (architectural value), its aesthetic value
as a typical Blackdown Hills cottage and from its historical value as a surviving feature of
the post-medieval landscape. The house’s immediate garden setting is its most important,
a secluded, intimate space from which to experience the house. The wider rural setting is
also relevant as it represents the house’s relatively unchanged original, historic setting
although due to the house’s boundary planting it is not easily experienced from the wider
setting.

6.7.3

Potential effects of the proposed development
Any scheme that affects the house’s gardens or the fields that surround it, particularly those
to the south-east which are visible from the house, may harm the house’s significance.

6.8

Grade II Listed Building Glen Eden (WA 06)

6.8.1

6.8.2

The asset and its setting
Glen Eden is a 17th-century cottage with a core that is typical Blackdown Hills vernacular
with a three room plan, rendered chert rubble walls and a thatched roof. The cottage is set
within private gardens in the village of Monkton and is inaccessible to the public. The cottage
is surrounded by buildings on its south and east sides including the Church of St Mary
Magdalene. To the north and west the house’s setting comprises fields of pasture in the
Otter Valley including earthworks remains of medieval settlement.
Contribution of the setting to the significance of the asset
The house derives its significance from its evidential (architectural value), its aesthetic value
as a typical Blackdown Hills cottage and from its historical value as a surviving feature of
the post-medieval landscape. The house’s immediate garden setting is its most important,
a secluded, intimate space from which to experience the house. The setting of fields to the
north-west is also important as it represents the house’s original, historic setting and
contains earthworks that represent the original village of Monkton of which Glen Eden was
a part. As a feature of Monkton village the cottage has an associative relationship with
other buildings within the village. The busy A30 passes the house on its south-east side
however the house is set back from the road, separated from it by other buildings.
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6.8.3

Potential effects of the proposed development
Any scheme that crosses the fields to the north-west of Glen Eden would be considered to
be within the cottage’s setting and would be likely to impact upon the cottage’s significance
especially if it causes harm to the deserted settlement earthworks to the north.

6.9

Grade II Listed Monkton Village Pump (WA 07)

6.9.1

6.9.2

The asset and its setting
The Monkton Village Pump is a Victorian roadside water pump. It is built in Membury stone
ashlar in a Gothic style. The pump is relatively small and has a limited setting. It has an
associative relationship with the village and its buildings representing, historically, an
important local facility. It also has a close association with the A30 which passes it on its
immediate north-west side.
Contribution of the setting to the significance of the asset
The pump’s most important setting comprises its association with other structures and
buildings within the village with which it has an historical, functional relationship. The busy
A30 passes the pump entirely restricting access to it (Plate 19). This greatly reduces the
ability to appreciate and experience the pump and as such the presence of the busy road
in close proximity is considered to have a very negative effect on the asset greatly reducing
its prominence in the village.

6.9.3

Potential effects of the proposed development
Any scheme that would serve to reduce traffic volumes along the A30 as it passes through
Monkton would be considered to negate the negative impact that this has on the pump and
thus would have a positive effect on the pump’s setting.

6.10

Grade II Listed Building Yard Farmhouse (WA 08)

6.10.1

6.10.2

6.10.3

The asset and its setting
Yard Farmhouse is a 16th-century farmhouse with a core that is typical Blackdown Hills
vernacular with a three room plan with chert rubble walls. The farmhouse was subject to
improvements and refurbishment in the 16th, 17th and 19th centuries and has a slate roof
and brick topped chimney stacks. The farmhouse is set within a complex of farm buildings
and gardens on a private lane to the west of the A30 and was not visited. Beyond the farm
buildings the farm’s setting comprises agricultural fields of pasture on slopes to the east of
the River Otter. It is likely that the farmhouse overlooks the valley.
Contribution of the setting to the significance of the asset
The house derives its significance from its evidential (architectural value), its aesthetic value
as a typical Blackdown Hills cottage and from its historical value as a surviving feature of
the late-medieval landscape. The farmhouse’s immediate setting amongst its gardens and
farm buildings is its most important, the building having a functional link with the house and
the gardens representing a secluded, intimate space from which to experience the house.
The setting of fields around the farm is also important as it represents the farmhouse’s
original, historic setting with a close functional link to the working of the farm. The busy A30
passes the farm to the east but is screened from it by trees and buildings
Potential effects of the proposed development
Any scheme that affects the fields in the vicinity of Yard Farmhouse or the Otter Valley to
the west would be considered to be within the farmhouse’s setting and would be likely to
impact upon the its significance.
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6.11

Grade II Listed Milestone at ST 195 046 (WA 09)

6.11.1

The Milestone is located on a grass covered roadside verge beside the old road between
Monkton and Upottery. The milestone is a diminutive feature and therefore has a very
limited setting. The only important aspects of this setting are the road adjacent to it and the
road’s verges in which it lays. The milestone would only be affected by development should
the scheme directly affect the milestone or its immediate surroundings which is considered
to be unlikely.

6.12

Grade II Listed Building Hayne Farmhouse (WA 10) and Grade II Listed Shippon
Approximately 12m North-West of Hayne Farmhouse (WA 11)

6.12.1

6.12.2

6.12.3

6.12.4

6.13

6.13.1

The asset and its setting
Hayne Farmhouse is a 16th-century farmhouse with a core that is typical Blackdown Hills
vernacular with a four room plan enlarged from three with chert rubble walls. The farmhouse
was subject to considerable rebuilding in the 19th century following a fire and has a slate
roof and brick topped chimney stacks. The farmhouse is set within a complex of farm
buildings and gardens on a private lane to the west of the minor road that runs through
Rawridge and Upottery and was not visited. Included within this complex is the Grade II
Listed shippon which is built in chert rubble and dates from the 19th century. Beyond the
farm buildings the farm’s setting comprises agricultural fields of pasture on slopes to the
east of the River Otter. The farmhouse is however entirely secluded from this wider setting
by adjacent buildings.
Contribution of the setting to the significance of the asset
The house derives its significance from its evidential (architectural value), its aesthetic value
as a typical Blackdown Hills cottage and from its historical value as a surviving feature of
the late-medieval landscape. The farmhouse’s immediate setting amongst its gardens and
farm buildings is its most important, the building having a functional link with the house and
the gardens representing a secluded, intimate space from which to experience the house.
The setting of fields around the farm is also important as it represents the farmhouse’s
original, historic setting with a close functional link to the working of the farm. The busy A30
passes the farm to the east but is screened from it by trees, buildings and hedgerows.
The shippon is a part of the group of buildings intimately linked to the farm and has a very
similar setting to the farmhouse with its functional associations with other farm buildings
and the surrounding agricultural landscape being most important.
Potential effects of the proposed development
Any scheme that affects the fields in the vicinity of Hayne Farmhouse or the Otter Valley
setting to the west would be considered to be within the farmhouse’s setting and that of the
shippon and would be likely to impact upon the their significance.
Grade II Listed Building Underdown Farmhouse (WA 12) and Grade II Listed
Shippon and Stables Adjoining West of Underdown Farmhouse (WA 13) and Grade
II Listed Barn Approximately 5m South of Underdown Farmhouse (WA 14)
The asset and its setting
Underdown Farmhouse is a 16th-century farmhouse with a core that is typical Blackdown
Hills vernacular with a four room plan enlarged from three, chert rubble walls and a thatched
roof (Plates, 20 & 21). The farmhouse was refurbished and enlarged in the 19th century.
The farmhouse is set within a complex of farm buildings and open grassed areas accessed
from a private lane to the east of the minor road that runs through Rawridge and Upottery.
Included within this complex is a Grade II Listed shippon, stables and a barn all of which
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are built in chert rubble and date from the 19th century. Beyond the farm buildings to the
west the farm’s setting comprises large, open agricultural fields of pasture on slopes to the
east of the River Otter. The farm is open to this setting and wide views are possible to the
west. To the east, north and south the farm’s setting comprises dense woodland on the
steep slopes of Reddick’s Hill.

6.13.2

6.13.3

Contribution of the setting to the significance of the asset
The house derives its significance from its evidential (architectural value), its aesthetic value
as a typical Blackdown Hills cottage and from its historical value as a surviving feature of
the late-medieval landscape. The farmhouse’s immediate setting amongst its farm buildings
is its most important, the buildings having a functional link with the house. The open setting
of grassland to the west of the house is also important as its openness serves to expose
the farm buildings which are prominent in views from the east and therefore easy to
experience and their attractive appearance can be appreciated. The busy A30 passes the
farm to the east but is screened from it by dense woodland and as such is unaffected by
the road’s associated noise. This woodland serves to seclude the farm from the landscape
to the north, east and south including from the A30.
The shippon, stables and barn are all a part of the group of buildings intimately linked to the
farm and have a very similar setting to the farmhouse with their functional association with
the other farm buildings and the surrounding agricultural landscape being most important.

6.13.4

Potential effects of the proposed development
Any scheme that affects the fields to the west of Underdown Farmhouse would be
considered to be within the farmhouse’s setting and that of its outbuildings and would be
likely to impact upon the their significance.

6.14

Grade II Listed Building Rawridge Farmhouse (WA 15)

6.14.1

6.14.2

6.14.3

The asset and its setting
Rawridge Farmhouse is a 16th-century farmhouse with a core that is typical Blackdown Hills
vernacular with a four room plan enlarged from a three room plan, chert rubble walls and a
thatched roof. The farmhouse was subject to rearrangement in the 17th century and
modernisation in the late 19th/early 20th. The farmhouse is set within a complex of farm
buildings and gardens on a private lane on a lane to the east of Rawridge. Beyond the farm
buildings the farm’s setting comprises agricultural fields of pasture on the lower slopes of
Rawridge Hill.
Contribution of the setting to the significance of the asset
The house derives its significance from its evidential (architectural value), its aesthetic value
as a typical Blackdown Hills cottage and from its historical value as a surviving feature of
the late-medieval landscape. The farmhouse’s immediate setting amongst its gardens and
farm buildings is its most important, the building having a functional link with the house and
the gardens representing a secluded, intimate space from which to experience the house.
The setting of fields around the farm is also important as it represents the farmhouse’s
original, historic setting with a close functional link to the working of the farm. However the
farmhouse is well screened from the surrounding landscape being only visible from the lane
to the south-west so the association between the farmhouse and the fields around it is not
easy to appreciate.
Potential effects of the proposed development
The current A30 is not in close proximity to and entirely screened from the farm and is not
considered to be within its setting. Any scheme that affects the fields in the immediate
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vicinity of Rawridge Farmhouse would be considered to be within the farmhouse’s setting
and would be likely to impact upon the its significance. Such an impact may be reduced
through the implementation of careful, sensitive design.
6.15
6.15.1

6.15.2

6.15.3
6.16

6.16.1

6.16.2

Grade II Listed Building Furzy Cottage (WA 16)
The asset and its setting
Furzy Cottage is an 18th-century cottage with a core that is typical Blackdown Hills
vernacular with a three room plan, rendered chert rubble walls and a thatched roof. The
cottage also has two phases of later extensions. The cottage is set within secluded, private
gardens defined by hedges and trees on a lane to the east of Rawridge. The wider setting
consists of agricultural fields mostly of pasture on the lower slopes of Rawridge Hill. The
cottage has a fairly open aspect being highly visible from the lane and partially screened
views north-west down into the Otter Valley are possible.
Contribution of the setting to the significance of the asset
The house derives its significance from its evidential (architectural value), its aesthetic value
as a typical Blackdown Hills cottage and from its historical value as a surviving feature of
the post-medieval landscape. The house’s immediate garden setting is its most important,
a secluded, intimate space from which to experience the house. The wider rural setting is
also relevant as it represents the house’s relatively unchanged original, historic setting.
Potential effects of the proposed development
Any scheme that affects the house’s gardens or the fields that surround it, would be likely
to harm the house’s significance.
Grade II Listed Building Preston Farmhouse (WA 17) and Grade II Listed Barn, Byre
and Cartshed Adjoining North-West of Preston Farmhouse (WA 18)
The asset and its setting
Preston Farmhouse is a 16th-century farmhouse with a core that is typical Blackdown Hills
vernacular with a four room plan enlarged from three, chert rubble walls and a thatched
roof. The farmhouse was subject to major improvements in the late 16th/ early 17th
centuries and was again altered in the 19th century. The farmhouse is set within a complex
of farm buildings and gardens on a narrow lane approximately 1 km to the east of Upottery.
Included within this complex is a Grade II Listed barn, byre and cart shed all of which are
built in chert rubble and date from the 18th century. Beyond the farm buildings the farm’s
setting comprises small agricultural fields of pasture and woodland on steep slopes to the
east of the River Otter. The farm is secluded from the surrounding landscape and from the
lane by farm buildings and hedgerows although it is likely that there are limited views of the
farm from the field to the west.
Contribution of the setting to the significance of the asset
The house derives its significance from its evidential (architectural value), its aesthetic value
as a typical Blackdown Hills cottage and from its historical value as a surviving feature of
the late-medieval landscape. The farmhouse’s immediate setting amongst its farm buildings
is its most important, the buildings having a functional link with the house. The setting of
agricultural fields surrounding the farm is also important representing the farm’s original
historic landscape setting with which it has a functional relationship. However the farmhouse
is well screened from the surrounding landscape so the association between it and the fields
around it is not easy to appreciate.
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6.16.3

6.16.4

6.17
6.17.1

6.17.2

6.17.3

6.17.4

The barn, byre and cartshed are all a part of the group of buildings intimately linked to the
farm and have a very similar setting to the farmhouse with their functional association with
the other farm buildings and the surrounding agricultural landscape being most important.
Potential effects of the proposed development
The current A30 is not in close proximity to, and entirely screened from the farm by
woodland and wooded boundaries to the south-east and is not considered to be within its
setting. Any scheme that affects the fields in the immediate vicinity of Preston Farmhouse
would be considered to be within the farmhouse’s setting and would be likely to impact upon
the its significance.
Grade II Listed Building Crinhayes Farmhouse (WA 19)
The asset and its setting
Crinhayes Farmhouse is a 17th-century farmhouse with a core that is typical Blackdown
Hills vernacular with a four room plan, chert rubble walls and a thatched roof. The farmhouse
was extended in the 20th century. The farmhouse is set within a complex of modern farm
buildings and has a small garden. It is situated immediately adjacent to the busy A303 and
is highly visible from the road. Beyond the farm buildings the farm’s setting comprises large
agricultural fields of pasture on the plateau approximately 900 m to the north-east of
Devonshire Inn Farm.
Contribution of the setting to the significance of the asset
The house derives its significance from its evidential (architectural value), its aesthetic value
as a typical Blackdown Hills cottage and from its historical value as a surviving feature of
the post-medieval landscape. The farmhouse’s immediate setting comprising its garden and
farm buildings is its most important, the buildings having a functional link with the house
and the gardens representing a secluded, intimate space from which to experience the
house. The road to the immediate south-east is a distraction from the appreciation of the
farmhouse and its dangerous traffic ensures that the house cannot be easily experienced
on foot. The road greatly diminishes the tranquillity around the farmhouse that would
otherwise be fostered by its rural surroundings. As such the road, as a part of the house’s
setting, is considered to have a negative impact upon its significance.
The wider setting of fields around the farm is also important as it represents the farmhouse’s
original, historic setting with a close functional link to the working of the farm. The farmhouse
is largely open to this setting although the relationship between the farm and fields is
disputed by the presence of the road and the farm is screened from the landscape to the
west by buildings. As such the association between the farmhouse and the fields around it
is not easy to appreciate.
Potential effects of the proposed development
Any scheme that would redirect traffic away from the immediate setting of the building would
be considered to negate the negative impact that this has on the farmhouse and thus would
have a positive effect on the farmhouse’s significance allowing it to be appreciated more
easily within its farmland setting. Any scheme that affects the fields surrounding the
farmhouse would however be likely to harm the bridge’s significance.

6.18

Honiton Conservation Area (WA 20)

6.18.1

Honiton Conservation Area has a special character defined by its built heritage and
medieval plan. The Conservation Area contains 136 individually Listed Buildings most of
which are set along its long, largely unspoilt High Street (Fisher, 1999). Certain groups of
buildings, the parish church and distinctive trees are considered to be key landmarks.
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Glimpsed views of the distant landscape are important aspects of the Conservation Area’s
setting.
6.18.2

The Conservation Area is situated outside of the Site and from the edge of the Conservation
Area views into the Site are partially screened by the built environment on the north-eastern
edge of the town (Plate 22). No views of the present A30 are possible being entirely
screened by houses in the eastern part of Honiton. Any scheme would have to have a direct
physical impact upon the built landscape of eastern Honiton in order to have any impact
upon the special character or significance of the Conservation Area.

6.19

Scheduled Monument Dumpdon Camp (WA 21)

6.19.1

6.19.2

The asset and its setting
Dumpdon Camp is an Iron Age hillfort situated on a distinctive peak, Dumpdon Hill. The
hillfort encloses the summit of the hill. The monument consists of a double-embanked,
roughly triangular enclosure with an elaborate in-turned entrance on the north-east side.
The hillfort’s immediate setting consists of the prominent hilltop although the southern end
of the monument is entirely wooded screening views to or from the monument in this
direction. Likewise the lower slopes of Dumpdon Hill are also wooded further restricting
views of the summit. The centre of the hillfort is pasture as is the northern side of Dumpdon
Hill which has an open aspect. Wide views are possible from the hillfort encompassing much
of the local area including most of the Otter Valley and all of the southern end of the Site.
(Plates 23 & 24).
Contribution of the setting to the significance of the asset
The hillfort predominantly derives its significance from its evidential (archaeological) value;
its earthworks and the deposits beneath providing important information on the use of the
site during the Iron Age. The monument also has a high degree of historical value; its
survival illustrating the nature of the Iron Age landscape. As a publically accessible site
owed by the National Trust the monument also has a degree of communal value
representing a location for leisure activity. The hillfort’s topographic setting is key to its
significance, the earthworks clearly having been intentionally built in this location which was
likely a place of significance for prehistoric peoples and an easily defensible site. The
woodland surrounding the hillfort serves to partially seclude the monument and in doing so
restricts long distance views of it, or from it in certain directions. The woodland serves to
retain a wild, rural and non-agricultural situation at the monument which reflects its original
setting, enhancing the monument’s local prominence and making it easier to experience
from its immediate surroundings. Likewise the open grassland to the north also serves to
enhance the monument’s prominence enabling views to and from it in this direction and
ensuring that the earthworks are the dominant feature of the local landscape.

6.19.3

The wider landscape setting is less important in terms of the monument’s significance.
Views from the east of the monument encompass the Otter valley which is largely a postmedieval landscape unrelated historically to the hillfort. This visible landscape is however a
highly rural and mostly tranquil landscape, with very few modern elements (although traffic
on the A30 can be heard). The rural character of the surrounding landscape does therefore
reflect an aspect of the hillfort’s original setting enhancing the experience of the monument
by representing an appropriate landscape setting within which to experience the monument.

6.19.4

Also within the wider landscape is the Scheduled Monument Bowl Barrow on Hartridge (WA
27). This feature is visible form the hillfort and intervisibility may have been intentional. As
such there is a strong associative relationship between these features. Likewise the
possible barrow situated to the east of Monkton (WA 156) is also visible from the monument
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and, should this represent a prehistoric feature may have had intentional intervisibility with
the hillfort.

6.19.5

Potential effects of the proposed development
Much of the southern part of the Site is visible from Dumpdon Camp. This includes the
entire Otter Valley from Rawridge Down to Monkton. The valley to the south of Monkton is
not visible due to the screening effect of woodland at the southern end of the hillfort. Views
include parts of the ridge top of Monkton Down; a section between the woods at Rawridge
and those above Monkton (which screen views of the ridge top) and the land to the southeast of Holmsleigh Farm. The present A30 is visible from the point at which it emerges from
woodland at Underdown Covert as far as Monkton. The sound of traffic on the road is
noticeable and as such the road represents one of the few modern elements in the view.
The sound of traffic disrupts the rural tranquillity at the hillfort to a degree and is considered
to represent a distant but negative aspect of the hillfort’s setting.

6.19.6

Any scheme constructed within the Otter Valley between Rawridge and Monkton would be
visible from the hillfort and therefore within its wider setting. A scheme constructed along
the ridge top would only be visible in the gap between the ridge top woodlands at Rawridge
and Monkton and on the land to the south-east of Holmsleigh Farm. However, due to the
level topography of this part of the visible landscape such a development would be easily
screened from the hillfort by roadside planting.

6.19.7

A substantial road scheme or considerable modern landscaping in the visible parts of the
Site could be seen to represent a negative feature within the setting of the hillfort changing
the character of the landscape and, although distant, may harm its significance to a small
degree. A small degree of change, such as improvements to the existing road, would be
unlikely to cause further harm as the current situation would be relatively unchanged. No
possible scheme would result in change to the hillfort’s most important immediate setting,
consisting of the surrounding land on Dumpdon Hill, nor would it interfere with the visual
relationship between the hill fort and the bowl barrow on Hartridge or the possible barrow
above Monkton

6.20

Scheduled Monument Hillfort 475m south of Howley Farm (WA 22)

6.20.1

The hillfort south of Howley Farm is situated on private land and was not visited. The
monument is a considerable distance from the Site (approximately 2.7 km). It is situated
within farmland entirely surrounded by wooded boundaries with woodland occupying the
land to the west. This woodland secludes the monument and screens all view towards it or
from it from the west. As such the hillfort is entirely screened from the Site. Development
within the Site would have no effect on the setting of the hillfort or on its significance.

6.21

Scheduled Monument Two bowl barrows 300m north-west of Northhay Farm (WA
23)

6.21.1

The barrows are situated on private land and were not visited. The monuments are a
considerable distance from the Site (approximately 4.9 km). They are situated on a low hill
overlooking a small combe to the west, just to the north of small settlement at Northay.
Views towards the Site are entirely screened by intervening landscape features, extensive
woodland, wooded boundaries and buildings. As such development within the Site would
have no effect on the setting of the barrows or on their significance.

6.22

Scheduled Monument Two bowl barrows 190m east of Brown Down Lodge (WA 24),
Scheduled Monument Two bowl barrows 210m and 600m north-west of Brown
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Down Cottage (WA 25) and Scheduled Monument Two bowl barrows, one 380m
west and one 685m north-west of Beech Croft (WA 26)
6.22.1

The three sets of Scheduled barrows are all part of a wider ‘barrow landscape’ known as
Robin Hood’s Butts. The main focus for the group is a Scheduled cluster of five conjoined
barrows called Robin Hood’s Butts that are located approximately 1 km further north. The
group of barrows all have a strong associative link and are considered to represent one of
the most important prehistoric ritual landscapes within the Blackdown Hills. The group are
all positioned on the high level plateau on Brown Down close to the source of many of the
area’s rivers including the River Otter. The barrows are spread across the plateau rather
than in a tight group but there is generally intervisibility between them. Although high up
wide views across the surrounding landscape from the barrows are relatively limited due to
their position at the centre of the plateau.

6.22.2

Distant views of the hill at Stopgate are possible from the barrows but not of the present
A30. As such the Site (approximately 3.1 km south) is considered to be too far from the
barrows for development within it to have any implications for the barrow’s setting and will
not harm their significance.

6.23

Scheduled Monument Bowl barrow on Hartridge, 360m east of Shelves Farm (WA
27)

6.23.1

6.23.2

6.23.3

The asset and its setting
The barrow is situated on farmland in a field of pasture, private land that was not visited.
The barrow is in a prominent location at the centre of a ridge of land, a spur between the
Ottter Valley to the east and a tributary to the west. Situated at the centre of a small plateau
the barrow is not easily seen from the surrounding landscape although it is visible from
Dumpdon Hillfort to the south. It is likely that views are possible from the barrow towards
the Otter Valley and the Site. No intervisibility with other barrows is thought to be possible.
Contribution of the setting to the significance of the asset
The barrow’s setting comprises farmland which is largely a post-medieval landscape
unrelated historically to the barrow. The land is however open and does allow for views from
the monument and in this respect enhances its significance representing an appropriate
surrounding in which to appreciate the monument (Plate 25). The most important setting is
the barrow’s topographic positon as it is likely that this was deliberate and that the spur on
which it is situated had some degree of significance for prehistoric people. It is also possible
that views of Dumpdon Hill and other high points in the local landscape were also important.
Views of the Otter Valley and the Site, whilst representing views of a rural, tranquil
landscape are of little direct relevance to the significance of the barrow. Traffic on the
present A30 cannot be heard from the monument.
Potential effects of the proposed development
Development within the Site would be unlikely to affect the barrow’s setting. Any proposed
scheme would not interfere with views from the barrow across the wider landscape nor
would it affect the barrow’s immediate setting. Substantial modern development within the
site, of such magnitude to alter the character of the landscape, would be visible from the
barrow and may be considered to represent a change to its setting and thus may have a
small degree of harm to its significance.

6.24

Grade I Listed Building The Chantry (WA 28) and Grade II* Listed Building Church
of St Nicholas (WA 29)

6.24.1

The Chatry and the Church of St Nicholas are located in close proximity to each other in
the village of Combe Raleigh. The church has a prominent positon within the village on a
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low rise and the Chanrtry is situated within a secluded garden defined by high hedges. Both
assets and the entire village are located within a combe.
6.24.2

Visibility from the combe in most directions apart from to the south is screened by wooded
hills. The Site is entirely screened by Crook Hill. As such the Site is not consisted to be
located within the setting of either the church or the Chantry and will have no effect on the
significance of either building.

6.25

Grade II* Listed Building Church of St Michael (Honiton) (WA 30)

6.25.1

The Church of St Michael is located in a prominent hillside position on the southern outskirts
of Honiton. The church is set within a secluded churchyard but has a tower which is locally
prominent. Views from the church towards the Site are entirely screened by modern housing
and the tower is not visible from the Site due to intervening modern housing on the eastern
side of Honiton. As such the Site is not considered to be within the setting of the church and
development would cause no harm to its significance.

6.26

Grade II* Listed Building Church of St Michael (Cotleigh) (WA 31) and Grade II*
Listed Building Cotleigh House (WA 32)

6.26.1

The Church of St Michael and Cotleigh House are both located within the dispersed village
of Cotleigh. The village also includes a number of Grade II Listed buildings such as The Old
School House and stables associated with Cotleigh House. The village’s western extent is
situated approximately 450 m from the Site.

6.26.2

The church is set within a secluded churchyard but has a tower which is locally prominent.
The church’s wider setting largely comprises agricultural fields of pasture. Cotleigh House
is set within a secluded garden bounded by high hedges. Views from the house towards
the Site are entirely screened by the church.

6.26.3

Views from the church, and from elsewhere within the village, such as adjacent to The Old
School House (Plate 34), towards the Site are possible but consist only of agricultural fields.
100-200 m beyond these fields views are screened by trees situated along the Old Chard
Road. The trees follow the eastern edge of the ridgeline of Monkton Down and as such
block any views of the ridge top beyond. The topographic situation of the village, with views
looking up the hillside further ensures that views of the ridge top and beyond are not
possible. As such only a small part of the Site is considered to be within the setting of the
church and of the Grade II Listed Old School House. Development within this part of the
Site may have an effect on the setting of these buildings however any development
proposed to the west of the Old Chard Road would be outside of the setting of these assets
and therefore have no effect on their significance.

6.27

Grade II* Listed Building Fairhouse Farmhouse (WA 33)

6.27.1

The farmhouse is located a considerable distance from the Site (approximately 2.8 km).
The farmhouse has a secluded setting within private gardens. Views beyond the farmhouse
are restricted to a valley situated to the immediate east. Views towards the Site are entirely
screened by local tree cover and as such the Site is not considered to be within the setting
of the farmhouse and development within it would cause no harm to its significance.

6.28

Grade II* Listed Building Charleshayes Farmhouse (WA 34)

6.28.1

The farmhouse is located on the western slopes of the Otter Valley. The farmhouse is set
within a complex of farm buildings in a sheltered location screened form the south-west.
The house overlooks the valley to the east and views include the hillside opposite (Plate
26). This view across the valley which is a largely post-medieval rural landscape contributes
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to the significance of the farmhouse representing its original, tranquil, rural agricultural
setting.
6.28.2

The view includes a small part of the northern end of the Site although views of the A303
are entirely screened by woodland and the rising topography. Development of a scheme on
the eastern slopes of the Otter Valley that is of such a magnitude that it changes the
character of the landscape may be considered to be within the setting of the farmhouse and
may cause harm to its significance. Development focussed on the existing road or
elsewhere within the Site would have no effect on the setting of the farmhouse and cause
no harm to its significance.

6.29

Grade II* Listed Building Church of St Mary the Virgin (WA 35)

6.29.1

The church is located in the village of Upottery within the Otter Valley. The church has a
prominent position with a tower overlooking the valley to the east. The church is a prominent
feature visible from across the part of the Otter Valley in the vicinity of Upottery. The
church’s key setting is the village itself and the farmland of the Otter Valley. The view across
the valley which is a largely post-medieval rural landscape contributes to the significance of
the church representing its original, tranquil, rural agricultural setting.

6.29.2

The view includes a part of the Site situated along the western slopes of the Otter Valley.
Views of the A30 are however entirely screened by woodland and the rising topography.
Development of a scheme on the eastern slopes of the Otter Valley that is of such a
magnitude that it changes the character of the landscape may be considered to be within
the setting of the church and may cause harm to its significance. Such a scheme would
however have no effect on the church’s most important setting within the village or on its
visual prominence within the valley. Development focussed on the existing road or
elsewhere within the Site would have no effect on the setting of the church and cause no
harm to its significance.

6.30

Grade II* Listed Mohun’s Ottery gatehouse and front garden walls approximately 5
m south of Mohun’s Ottery farmhouse (WA 36), Grade II Listed Building Mohun’s
Ottery Farmhouse (WA 45) Grade II Listed Cider house approximately 1.5 m north of
Mohun’s Ottery farmhouse (WA 46)

6.30.1

6.30.2

The asset and its setting
A cluster of Listed Buildings and structures exists at Mohun’s Ottery and due to their close
proximity are considered together. Mohun’s Ottery is a large farmhouse on the site of a
medieval manor. The oldest part of the complex is the gatehouse which dates from the 16th
century having been built by Sir Peter Carew and has separate Listing. The farmhouse and
ciderhouse date from 1868 when the entire building was rebuilt following a fire. The
farmhouse has a u-shaped plan and is in a Tudor Gothic style. It utilises local building
methods being constructed with chert rubble with Beerstone ashlar details and contains
some elements salvaged from the former 16th century house.
The farmhouse is set within a complex of farm buildings and gardens on a private lane in a
prominent position on the west slopes of the Otter Valley (Plates 29 & 30). Included within
this complex is the Grade II Listed cider-house which is built in chert rubble and dates mostly
from the 19th century although it is partial re-built of the 16th-century manor. Beyond the
farm buildings the farm’s setting comprises agricultural fields of pasture on slopes to the
west of the River Otter.
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6.30.3

Contribution of the setting to the significance of the asset
The house derives its significance from its evidential (architectural value), its aesthetic value
as an attractive high status farmhouse with decorative medieval elements (such as the
gatehouse) and from its historical value as a surviving feature of the late-medieval
landscape with links to notable local families. The farmhouse’s immediate setting amongst
its gardens and farm buildings is its most important, the building having a functional link with
the house and the gardens representing a secluded, intimate space from which to
experience the house. The setting of fields around the farm is also important as it represents
the farmhouse’s original, historic setting with a close functional link to the working of the
farm.

6.30.4

The house has a prominent position in the Otter Valley overlooking parts of Monkton and
Rawridge manors both of which have tenurial connections to the house’s historic occupants.
As such the house’s wider setting encompasses a broad swath of the valley. The tranquil,
rural character of this part of the valley reflects the house’s original historic setting and a
number of vantage points from which the house can be viewed are located within it (Plate
30). The busy A30 passes the farm to the east and south-east but is largely screened from
it by woodland, buildings and hedgerows. As such the house is unaffected by the road’s
associated noise.

6.30.5

The ciderhouse is a part of the group of buildings intimately linked to the farm and has a
very similar setting to the farmhouse with its functional associations with other farm
buildings and the surrounding agricultural landscape being most important.

6.30.6

Potential effects of the proposed development
Any scheme that affects the fields to the east of Mohun’s Ottery within its Otter Valley setting
would be considered to be within the farmhouse’s setting and that of the ciderhouse and
would be likely to impact upon their significance. Such an impact may be reduced through
the implementation of careful, sensitive design.

6.30.7

A scheme focussed on the existing A30 or development elsewhere within the Site would be
unlikely to have any effect on the setting of Mohun’s Ottery. The Grade II* Listed gatehouse
has a limited setting focussed on the farm complex that surrounds it and would be
unaffected by development within the Site.

6.31

Grade II* Listed Building Pound Farmhouse including front gardens (WA 37)

6.31.1

The farmhouse is located on the western slopes of the Otter Valley. The farmhouse is set
within a small complex of farm buildings in a secluded location screened from the
surrounding landscape by trees and buildings. The house is not a prominent feature of the
Otter Valley and views towards the Site are entirely screened by intervening buildings. As
such the Site is not considered to be within the house’s setting and development within it
would cause no harm to its significance.

6.32

Grade II* Listed Building Red Doors Farmhouse including front courtyard wall
adjoining to the north (WA 38)

6.32.1

The farmhouse is located in an enclosed yard within a small complex of farm buildings. The
farm is located within the hamlet of Beacon and is entirely surrounded by houses and other
buildings. The house has a secluded setting and views beyond its immediate setting are
very limited. Views of the Site are not possible and as such the Site is not considered to be
within the house’s setting and development within it would cause no harm to its significance.
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6.33
6.33.1

6.33.2

6.33.3

6.33.4

6.34

6.34.1

6.34.2

6.34.3

Grade II* Listed Smithenhayes Farmhouse (WA 39)
The asset and its setting
Smithenhayes Farmhouse is a 16th-century farmhouse with a core that is typical Blackdown
Hills vernacular with a three room plan, chert rubble walls and a thatched roof. The
farmhouse was enlarged in the late 16th/17th century and has had little further modification
aside from some modernisation in the late 20th century. The farmhouse is set within a
complex of modern farm buildings and has a small garden. It is situated immediately
adjacent to a narrow lane on the west side of the Otter Valley. The farmhouse is not
particularly prominent within the valley but views are possible from it across farmland to the
east including the Site.
Contribution of the setting to the significance of the asset
The house derives its significance from its evidential (architectural value), its aesthetic value
as a typical Blackdown Hills cottage and from its historical value as a surviving feature of
the late-medieval landscape. The farmhouse’s immediate setting. its garden and farm
buildings, is its most important, the buildings having a functional link with the house and the
gardens representing a secluded, intimate space from which to experience the house.
The wider setting of fields around the farm is also important as it represents the farmhouse’s
original, historic setting with a close functional link to the working of the farm. The tranquil,
rural character of this part of the valley reflects the house’s original historic setting. The busy
A30 is visible on the far side of the valley but is largely screened from it by buildings and
hedgerows. As such the house is unaffected by the road’s associated noise.
Potential effects of the proposed development
Any scheme that affects the fields to the east of Smithenhayes Farm within its Otter Valley
setting would be considered to be within the farmhouse’s setting and would be likely to
impact upon its significance.
Grade II Listed Crooks Dairy Farmhouse (WA 40) and Two ranges of shippons
south of Crooks Dairy Farmhouse (WA 41)
The asset and its setting
Crooks Dairy Farmhouse is a 17th-century farmhouse with a core that is typical Blackdown
Hills vernacular with a three room plan, rendered cob and chert rubble walls rebuilt in brick
and a slate roof. It is likely that the farmhouse was partially rebuilt and reroofed in the 19th
century. The farmhouse is set adjacent to a complex of modern farm buildings with
contemporary shippons immediately adjacent that are Grade II Listed. It is situated on a
private lane on the west side of the Otter Valley. The farmhouse has a prominent position
overlooking fields of pasture in the Otter Valley including part of the Site (Plate 31).
Contribution of the setting to the significance of the asset
The house derives its significance from its evidential (architectural value), its aesthetic value
as a typical Blackdown Hills cottage and from its historical value as a surviving feature of
the post-medieval landscape. The farmhouse’s immediate setting of farm buildings is its
most important, the buildings having a functional link with the house.
The wider setting of fields around the farm is also important as it represents the farmhouse’s
original, historic setting with a close functional link to the working of the farm. The tranquil,
rural character of this part of the valley reflects the house’s original historic setting. The busy
A30 is visible on the far side of the valley but is largely screened from it by buildings and
hedgerows.
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6.34.4

6.35
6.35.1

6.35.2

6.35.3

Potential effects of the proposed development
Any scheme that affects the fields to the east of Crooks Dairy within its Otter Valley setting
would be considered to be within the farmhouse’s setting and would be likely to impact upon
its significance. Such an impact may be reduced through the implementation of careful,
sensitive design.
Grade II Listed Woodhayes (WA 42)
The asset and its setting
Woodhayes is a 18th or 19th-century farmhouse built in brick with a slate roof to a u-shaped
plan. The farmhouse is set within a complex of modern farm buildings and gardens. It is
situated on a private lane on the west side of the Otter Valley. The farmhouse has a
prominent position overlooking fields of pasture in the Otter Valley including part of the Site
(Plate 33).
Contribution of the setting to the significance of the asset
The house derives its significance from its evidential (architectural value), and from its
historical value as a surviving feature of the post-medieval landscape. The farmhouse’s
immediate setting of farm buildings is its most important, the buildings having a functional
link with the house and the gardens represent a secluded, intimate space from which to
experience the house.
The wider setting of fields around the farm is also important as it represents the farmhouse’s
original, historic setting with a close functional link to the working of the farm. The tranquil,
rural character of this part of the valley reflects the house’s original historic setting. The busy
A30 is visible on the far side of the valley but is largely screened from it by buildings and
hedgerows.

6.35.4

Potential effects of the proposed development
Any scheme that affects the fields to the east of Woodhayes within its Otter Valley setting
would be considered to be within the farmhouse’s setting and would be likely to impact upon
its significance.

6.36

Grade II Listed Woodhayes Cottage (WA 43)

6.36.1

6.36.2

6.36.3

The asset and its setting
Woodhayes Cottage is a 17th-century cottage with a core that is of the typical Blackdown
Hills vernacular with a four room plan, plastered cob and chert rubble walls and a thatched
roof. The cottage was added to and altered during the 18th and 19th centuries. The cottage
is set within an enclosed garden and has several other cottages adjacent to it as well as
agricultural buildings associated with Shaugh Farm. It is situated on a lane on the west side
of the Otter Valley. The cottage has a prominent position overlooking fields of pasture in the
Otter Valley including part of the Site (Plate 33).
Contribution of the setting to the significance of the asset
The cottage derives its significance from its evidential (architectural value), its aesthetic
value as a typical Blackdown Hills cottage and from its historical value as a surviving feature
of the post-medieval landscape. The cottage’s immediate setting of farm buildings is largely
unrelated being a later imposition. The cottage’s gardens are its most important setting
representing a secluded and intimate space from which the cottage can be experienced.
The wider setting of fields to the south-east is also important as it represents the cottage’s
original, rural historic setting. The busy A30 is visible on the far side of the valley but is
largely screened from it by buildings and hedgerows.
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6.36.4

Potential effects of the proposed development
Any scheme that affects the fields to the south-east of Woodhayes Cottage within its Otter
Valley setting would be considered to be within the cottage’s setting and would be likely to
impact upon its significance. Such an impact may be reduced through the implementation
of careful, sensitive design.

6.37

Grade II Listed Building Whitehall Farm (WA 44)

6.37.1

The farmhouse is located on the western slopes of the Otter Valley. The farmhouse is set
within a small complex of farm buildings in a secluded location screened from the
surrounding landscape by trees and buildings. The house is not a prominent feature of the
Otter Valley and views towards the Site are entirely screened by intervening buildings. As
such the Site is not considered to be within the house’s setting and development within it
would cause no harm to its significance.

6.38

Grade II Listed Buildings within Rawridge: Braggs East, Lilac Cottage, Sidmouth
Memorial Fountain, Rawridge Mill, Rose Cottage, Braggs Pond, Old Chapel,
Phillishayes Cottage (WA 47-54)

6.38.1

The Grade II Listed buildings situated within Rawridge are located in relatively close
proximity and are considered together, are all located outside of the Site. The building are
diverse but all share a setting in the valley bottom hamlet of Rawridge situated along the
road that runs through the village between Upottery and Monkton. The buildings have a
shared integrity as historic elements of the hamlet. Their setting comprises farmland in the
Otter Valley and modern housing in particular on the south-east side. To the east the setting
comprises the western slopes of Rawridge Hill which comprise small fields of pasture, farms
and woodland and is located within the Site.

6.38.2

Views towards the Site are generally screened by modern housing and hedgerows and any
development within the Site would not be located in close proximity to the buildings. Any
scheme located on the slopes to the east of Rawridge would be within the setting of the
buildings within the hamlet and may cause harm to their significance.
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7

CONCLUSIONS

7.1

General

7.1.1

The assessment has identified a range of heritage assets within the Site although none that
are of such significance that they present an overriding constraint to development within the
Site.

7.1.2

7.1.3

7.1.4

7.1.5

7.2
7.2.1

7.2.2

Designated heritage assets
Nineteen Listed Buildings are located within the Site of which two are Grade II* Listed and
17 Grade II. The assessment has identified the most important aspects of the settings of
these assets which are discussed in Section 6 and illustrated on Figures 17-19. Any
scheme within the important settings would be likely to cause a degree of harm to the
relevant Listed Buildings. The assessment identified that the present A30 is a negative
feature within the setting of a number of these Listed Buildings and that any scheme that
reduces traffic along the present road would reduce the degree of harm to a number of
Listed Buildings including the Grade II* Listed Church of St Mary Magdalene (WA 02).
Archaeological remains
The assessment has established that there is archaeological interest within the Site. Buried
archaeological remains known to exist within the Site are outlined in Table 2. Known
remains include a possible Bronze Age barrow, well preserved medieval remains at
Monkton and a number of possible settlement sites and possible barrow sites. Extant
earthworks are a feature of many of the known archaeological sites. Based on the available
evidence the date and significance of many of the sites cannot currently be accurately
assessed. Previous archaeological investigation has identified a likelihood of ironworking
remains within the Site likely to date from the Romano-British period.
Any adverse impact to buried archaeological features as a result of the implementation of
the development proposals would be permanent and irreversible in nature. This potential
adverse effect could be reduced through the implementation of an appropriate scheme of
archaeological mitigation, in accordance with national and local planning policy.
Historic Landscape Character
The landscape within the Site possesses elements of an early date including medieval
elements. Due to the nature of the development, focussed on a narrow corridor, it is unlikely
that any new road scheme considered within the Site would substantially alter the character
of the Historic Landscape.
Recommendations
Designated heritage assets- physical impacts
It is recommended that in order to reduce the potential harm to designated heritage assets
through change to their setting any proposed scheme seeks to avoid the most important
settings of heritage assets within or close to the Site. Any scheme that reduces or re-directs
traffic along the A30/A303 especially in areas with a concentration of roadside Listed
Buildings, such as Monkton, is likely to result in a positive effect on the setting of Listed
Buildings, reducing the current level of harm to their significance.
Archaeological remains
Harm to known archaeological remains can be mitigated through design. Principally this
would be achieved through the avoidance of construction works within sensitive area such
as the archaeological earthworks to the north-west of Monkton and other possible
settlement or ritual sites identified by the presence of earthworks. Harm to less significant
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archaeological remains such as former field boundaries or extraction pits where
unavoidable could be mitigated through a programme of archaeological recording.
7.2.3

Although specific buried archaeological remains have been identified within the Site
archaeological remains are likely to exist at other locations. The significance of such
remains cannot currently be confirmed on the basis of the available information. As such it
is likely that additional investigations such as geophysical survey or archaeological trial
trenching may be required by the planning archaeologist for East Devon District Council.
Such investigations would be targeted on certain areas dependent on the location of the
proposed scheme.
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9

APPENDICES

9.1

Appendix 1: Terminology

Glossary
The terminology used in this assessment follows definitions contained within Annex 2 of NPPF:
Archaeological
interest
Conservation (for
heritage policy)
Designated heritage
assets

Heritage asset

Historic environment
Historic environment
record
Setting of a heritage
asset
Significance (for
heritage policy)
Value

There will be archaeological interest in a heritage asset if it holds, or potentially may hold,
evidence of past human activity worthy of expert investigation at some point. Heritage
assets with archaeological interest are the primary source of evidence about the substance
and evolution of places, and of the people and cultures that made them.
The process of maintaining and managing change to a heritage asset in a way that sustains
and, where appropriate, enhances its significance.
World Heritage Sites, Scheduled Monuments, Listed Buildings, Protected Wreck Sites,
Registered Park and Gardens, Registered Battlefields and Conservation Areas designated
under the relevant legislation.
A building monument, site, place, area or landscape identified as having a degree of
significance meriting consideration in planning decisions, because of its heritage interest.
Heritage assets include designated heritage assets and assets identified by the local
planning authority (including local listing).
All aspects of the environment resulting from the interaction between people and places
through time, including all surviving physical remains of past human activity, whether
visible, buried or submerged, and landscaped and planted or managed flora.
Information services that seek to provide access to comprehensive and dynamic resources
relating to the historic environment of a defined geographic area for public benefit and use.
The surroundings in which a heritage asset is experienced. Its extent is not fixed and may
change as the asset and its surroundings evolve. Elements of a setting may make a
positive or negative contribution to the significance of an asset, may affect the ability to
appreciate that significance or may be neutral.
The value of a heritage asset to this and future generations because of its heritage interest.
That interest may be archaeological, architectural, artistic or historic. Significance derives
not only from a heritage asset’s physical presence, but also from its setting.
An aspect of worth or importance

Chronology
Where referred to in the text, the main archaeological periods are broadly defined by the following
date ranges:
Prehistoric

Historic
RomanoBritish

Palaeolithic

970,000 – 9500 BC

Early Postglacial

9500 – 8500 BC

Saxon

AD 410 – 1066

Mesolithic

8500 – 4000 BC

Medieval

AD 1066 – 1500

Neolithic

4000 – 2400 BC

Postmedieval

AD 1500 – 1800

Bronze Age

2400 – 700 BC

19th Century

AD 1800 – 1899

Iron Age

700 BC – AD 43

Modern

AD 43 - 410

1800 – present day
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9.2

Appendix 2: Legislative and planning framework

Designated Heritage Assets:
Designation
World Heritage
Sites

Associated Legislation
-

Scheduled
Monuments
and Areas of
Archaeological
Importance

Ancient Monuments and
Archaeological Areas Act
1979

Listed
Buildings

Planning (Listed Buildings
and Conservation Areas) Act
1990

Conservation
Areas

Planning (Listed Buildings
and Conservation Areas) Act
1990

Registered
Parks and
Gardens and
Registered
Battlefields

National Heritage Act 1983

Overview
The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) World Heritage Committee inscribes World
Heritage Sites for their Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) – cultural and/or natural significance which is so exceptional as to
transcend national boundaries and to be of common importance for present and future generations of all humanity. England
protects its World Heritage Sites and their settings, including any buffer zones or equivalent, through the statutory designation
process and through the planning system. The National Planning Policy Framework sets out detailed policies for the
conservation and enhancement of the historic environment, including World Heritage Sites, through both plan-making and
decision-taking.
Under the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979, the Secretary of State (DCMS) can schedule any site which
appears to be of national importance because of its historic, architectural, traditional, artistic or archaeological interest. The
historic town centres of Canterbury, Chester, Exeter, Hereford and York have been designated as Archaeological Areas of
Importance under Part II of the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979. Additional controls are placed upon
works affecting Scheduled Monuments and Areas of Archaeological Importance under the Act. The consent of the Secretary of
State (DCMS), as advised by English Heritage/Historic England, is required for certain works affecting Scheduled Monuments.
In England, under Section 1 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990, the Secretary of State is
required to compile lists of buildings of special architectural or historic interest, on advice from English Heritage/Historic England.
Works affecting Listed Buildings are subject to additional planning controls administered by Local Planning Authorities. English
Heritage/Historic England are a statutory consultee in certain works affecting Listed Buildings. Under certain circumstances,
Listed Building Consent is required for works affecting Listed Buildings.
A Conservation Area is an area which has been designated because of its special architectural or historic interest, the character
or appearance of which it is desirable to preserve or enhance. In most cases, Conservation Areas are designated by Local
Planning Authorities. Section 72 (1) of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 requires authorities to
have regard to the fact that there is a Conservation Area when exercising any of their functions under the Planning Acts and to
pay special attention to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of Conservation Areas. Although
a locally administered designation, Conservation Areas may nevertheless be of national importance and significant
developments within a Conservation Area are referred to English Heritage/Historic England. Conservation Area Consent is
required for certain works affecting Conservation Areas.
The Register of Parks and Gardens was established under the National Heritage Act 1983. The Battlefields Register was
established in 1995. Both Registers are administered by Historic England. These designations are non-statutory but are,
nevertheless, material considerations in the planning process. English Heritage/Historic England and the Garden History Society
are statutory consultees in works affecting Registered Parks and Gardens
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Designation

Associated Legislation

Overview

Protected
Wreck Sites

Protection of Wrecks Act
1973

The Protection of Wrecks Act 1973 allows the Secretary of State to designate a restricted area around a wreck to prevent
uncontrolled interference. These statutorily protected areas are likely to contain the remains of a vessel, or its contents, which
are of historical, artistic or archaeological importance.

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF):
NPPF Section 12: Conserving and enhancing the historic environment
Available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-planning-policy-framework--2 (Accessed December 2015)
Para. 128

Para.129

Para. 132

Para. 135

Para. 137

Para. 139
Para. 141

In determining applications, local planning authorities should require an applicant to describe the significance of any heritage assets affected, including any
contribution made by their setting. The level of detail should be proportionate to the assets’ importance and no more than is sufficient to understand the potential
impact of the proposal on their significance. As a minimum the relevant historic environment record should have been consulted and the heritage assets assessed
using appropriate expertise where necessary. Where a site on which development is proposed includes or has the potential to include heritage assets with
archaeological interest, local planning authorities should require developers to submit an appropriate desk-based assessment and, where necessary, a field
evaluation.
Local planning authorities should identify and assess the particular significance of any heritage asset that may be affected by a proposal (including by development
affecting the setting of a heritage asset) taking account of the available evidence and any necessary expertise. They should take this assessment into account
when considering the impact of a proposal on a heritage asset, to avoid or minimise conflict between the heritage asset’s conservation and any aspect of the
proposal.
When considering the impact of a proposed development on the significance of a designated heritage asset, great weight should be given to the asset’s
conservation. The more important the asset, the greater the weight should be. Significance can be harmed or lost through alteration or destruction of the heritage
asset or development within its setting. As heritage assets are irreplaceable, any harm or loss should require clear and convincing justification. Substantial harm to
or loss of a grade II listed building, park or garden should be exceptional. Substantial harm to or loss of designated heritage assets of the highest significance,
notably scheduled monuments, protected wreck sites, battlefields, grade I and II* listed buildings, grade I and II* registered parks and gardens, and World Heritage
Sites, should be wholly exceptional.
The effect of an application on the significance of a non-designated heritage asset should be taken into account in determining the application. In weighing
applications that affect directly or indirectly non designated heritage assets, a balanced judgement will be required having regard to the scale of any harm or loss
and the significance of the heritage asset.
Local planning authorities should look for opportunities for new development within Conservation Areas and World Heritage Sites and within the setting of heritage
assets to enhance or better reveal their significance. Proposals that preserve those elements of the setting that make a positive contribution to or better reveal the
significance of the asset should be treated favourably
Non-designated heritage assets of archaeological interest that are demonstrably of equivalent significance to scheduled monuments, should be considered subject
to the policies for designated heritage assets.
Local planning authorities should make information about the significance of the historic environment gathered as part of plan-making or development
management publicly accessible. They should also require developers to record and advance understanding of the significance of any heritage assets to be lost
(wholly or in part) in a manner proportionate to their importance and the impact, and to make this evidence (and any archive generated) publicly accessible.
However, the ability to record evidence of our past should not be a factor in deciding whether such loss should be permitted.
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Local Planning Policy:
Adopted East Devon Local Plan 2013 - 2031
Available at: http://eastdevon.gov.uk/planning/planning-policy/current-plans-and-policies/ (Accessed on 23/6/2016)
Policy ref.
Title
Scope
Strategy 49 Strategy for the
The physical and cultural heritage of the district, including archaeological assets and historic landscape character, will be
conserved and enhanced and the contribution that historic places make to the economic and social well-being of the
Historic
population will be recognised, evaluated and promoted. We will work with our partners and local communities to produce
Environment
or update conservation area appraisals and conservation area management plans.
EN6
Development that would harm nationally important archaeological remains or their settings, whether scheduled or not,
Nationally and
including milestones and parish stones, will not be permitted.
Locally Important
Development that would harm locally important archaeological remains or their settings will only be permitted where the
Archaeological
need for the development outweighs the damage to the archaeological interest of the site and its setting. There is a
Sites
presumption in favour of preservation in situ in the case of nationally and locally important remains. Preservation of locally
important remains by record will be required where the need for the development outweighs the need to preserve the
remains in situ.
EN7
Proposals Affecting When considering development proposals which affect sites that are considered to potentially have remains of
archaeological importance, the District Council will not grant planning permission until an appropriate desk based
Sites which may
assessment and, where necessary, a field assessment has been undertaken.
potentially be of
Archaeological
Importance
EN8
When considering development proposals the significance of any heritage assets and their settings, should first be
Significance of
established by the applicant through a proportionate but systematic assessment following East Devon District Council
Heritage Assets
guidance notes for ‘Assessment of Significance’ (and the English Heritage guidance “The Setting Of Heritage Assets”), or
and their Setting
any replacement guidance, sufficient to understand the potential impact of the proposal on the significance of the asset.
This policy applies to both designated and non-designated heritage assets, including any identified on the East Devon
local list.
EN9
The Council will not grant permission for developments involving substantial harm or total loss of significance of a
Development
designated heritage asset unless it can be demonstrated that it is necessary to achieve substantial public benefits that
Affecting a
outweigh that harm or loss, or all of the following apply:
Designated
a) the nature of the heritage asset prevents all reasonable uses of the site.
Heritage Asset.
b) no viable use of the heritage asset itself can be found in the medium term through appropriate marketing that will
enable its conservation.
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Adopted East Devon Local Plan 2013 - 2031
Available at: http://eastdevon.gov.uk/planning/planning-policy/current-plans-and-policies/ (Accessed on 23/6/2016)
Policy ref.
Title
Scope
c) conservation by grant-funding or some form of charitable or public ownership is demonstrably not possible.
d) the harm or loss is outweighed by the benefit of bringing the site back into use.
Substantial harm to or loss of a grade ll listed building, park or garden should be exceptional. Substantial harm to of loss
of designated heritage assets of the highest significance should be wholly exceptional.
Where total or partial loss of a heritage asset is to be permitted the Council may require that:
e) A scheme for the phased demolition and redevelopment of the site providing for its management and treatment in the
interim is submitted to and approved by the Council. A copy of a signed contract for the construction work must be
deposited with the local planning authority before demolition commences.
f) Where practicable the heritage asset is dismantled and rebuilt or removed to a site previously approved.
g) Important features of the heritage asset are salvaged and re-used.
h) There is an opportunity for the appearance, plan and particular features of the heritage asset to be measured and
recorded.
i) Provision is made for archaeological investigation by qualified persons and excavation of the site where appropriate.
Where a development proposal would lead to less than substantial harm to the significance of a designated heritage
asset, the harm will be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal, including securing its optimum viable use.
Favourable consideration will be given for new development within the setting of heritage assets that enhance or better
reveal the significance of the asset, subject to compliance with other development plan policies and material
considerations.
Blackdown Hills AONB Management Plan 2014 - 2019
Available at: http://www.blackdownhillsaonb.org.uk/managementplan.html (Accessed on 23/6/2016)
Objective
Scope
CH1
The historic environment and cultural heritage of the Blackdown Hills is conserved and managed. Related policies are:
A: Support the development and delivery of agri-environment schemes and other initiatives that conserve and manage the historic environment
and cultural heritage of the AONB.
B: Use the counties’ Historic Environment Records and historic landscape characterisation to inform policy-making, and development and land
management decisions.
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Blackdown Hills AONB Management Plan 2014 - 2019
Available at: http://www.blackdownhillsaonb.org.uk/managementplan.html (Accessed on 23/6/2016)
Objective
Scope

CH2

C: Encourage and support training in traditional heritage skills.
The historic environment and cultural heritage of the AONB is understood, valued and celebrated. Related policies are:
A: Encourage studies and research of the historic and cultural environment that raise understanding, awareness and appreciation of its
significance;
B: Encourage opportunities for local people to participate in exploring their cultural heritage, through historical research and recording, and
celebrating local distinctiveness;
C: Actively support volunteer activity to conserve, enhance and learn more about the historic environment.
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9.3

Appendix 3: Gazetteer of heritage assets within the Study Area
(based on the NHLE, Devon HER, and other sources)

National Heritage List for England – Designated Heritage Assets within the Site Boundary Area
WA
No.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

List Entry
No.
1116982
1333700
1098263
1147594
1098237
1168459
1098238
1333688
1098244
1168580
1333663
1168842
1098209
1333687
1098210
1306971
1333686
1098207
1098240

Name

Grade

Marwood House
Church of St Mary Magdalene
Langford Bridge
Ford Bridge
Little Thatch
Glen Eden
Monkton Village Pump
Yard Farmhouse
Milestone at ST 195 046
Hayne Farmhouse
Shippon Approximately 12m North-West of Hayne Farmhouse
Underdown Farmhouse
Shippon and Stables Adjoining West of Underdown Farmhouse
Barn Approximately 5m South of Underdown Farmhouse
Rawridge Farmhouse
Furzy Cottage
Preston Farmhouse
Barn, Byre and Cartshed Adjoining North-West of Preston Farmhouse
Crinhayes Farmhouse

II*
II*
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II

Easting
316722
318740
317191
318368
318770
318701
318763
319311
319474
319522
319488
320046
320031
320032
320262
320678
321528
321503
322440

Northing
100898
103106
102008
103037
102761
103090
103096
104468
104572
104702
104715
105531
105525
105509
106228
106352
107845
107858
108254

National Heritage List for England – High Value Designated Heritage Assets within the ZTV deemed potentially sensitive to development within the
Site
WA
No.

List Entry
No.
-

Name

Grade

Honiton Conservation Area

Conservation
Area

20

Easting

316464

Northing

100741
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WA
No.
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

List Entry
No.
1018851
1018636
1016413
1016739
1016414
1016415
1019048
1098020
1333782
1306112
1098246
1333667
1177497
1168491
1168979
1098265
1098266
1307082
1098226
1098289

Name

Grade

Easting

Northing

Dumpdon Camp
Hillfort 475m south of Howley Farm
Two bowl barrows 300m north-west of Northay Farm
Two bowl barrows 190m east of Brown Down Lodge
Two bowl barrows 210m and 600m north west of Brown Down Cottage
Two bowl barrows, one 380m west and one 685m north west of Beech Croft
Bowl barrow on Hartridge, 360m east of Shelves Farm
The Chantry
Church of St Nicholas
Church of St Michael
Church of St Michael
Cotleigh House
Fairhouse Farmhouse
Charleshayes Farmhouse
Church of St Mary the Virgin
Mohun’s Ottery gatehouse and front garden walls approximately 5 metres south of Mohun’s Ottery
farmhouse
Pound Farmhouse including front garden walls
Red Doors Farmhouse including front courtyard wall adjoining to north
Smithenhayes Farmhouse
South Wood Farmhouse

SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
I
II*
II*
II*
II*
II*
II*
II*
II*

317597
326465
328100
324203
323798
323798
317861
315951
315858
316694
320631
320694
321916
321221
320198

104033
108980
111480
112353
112465
112798
105686
102360
102332
099896
102208
102227
112308
108913
107546

II*
II*
II*
II*

318923
318466
317958
318440
320852

105548
105192
105065
104252
104606

National Heritage List for England – Grade II Listed Buildings within the ZTV potentially sensitive to the Scheme
WA
No.
41
42
43
44

List Entry
No.
1281070
1333763
1098228
1098229

Name

Grade

Crooks Dairy Farmhouse
2 ranges of Shippons south of Crooks Dairy Farmhouse
Woodhayes
Woodhayes Cottage

II
II
II
II

Easting
316782
316832
317295
317702

Northing
102036
101968
102786
103134
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WA
No.
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

List Entry
No.
1333697
1147733
1168093
1098211
1098212
1098213
1098214
1168896
1168909
1168918
1098206
1333665
1306979
1098250
1333668

Name

Grade

Whitehall Farm
Mohun’s Ottery Farmhouse
Cider house approximately 1.5 metres north of Mohuns Ottery farmhouse
Braggs East
Lilac Cottage
Sidmouth Memorial Fountain
Rawridge Mill
Rose Cottage
Braggs Pond
Old Chapel
Phillishayes Cottage
Wakleys Cottage
Three Mariners Cottage
Delphinium Cottage
The Old School House

II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II

Easting
318151
318929
318935
320030
320058
320127
320076
320091
320045
320114
321326
320783
320407
320598
320397

Northing
103994
105577
105594
106340
106415
106502
106540
106353
106397
106397
108123
104748
103102
102832
102218

Devon HER records
WA
No.

HER No.

Name

60

MDV51887

Flint and iron ore deposits

61

MDV59715

Artefact scatter

62
63

MDV50475
MDV50524

Artefact scatter
Artefact scatter

64

MDV50525

Artefact scatter

65

MDV1917

Axe rough-out

Description
Flint artefacts and iron ore fragments collected close to field
boundary
Collection of 51 flint and chert pieces found in a field including
blades and scrapers
Collection of 56 chert and flint pieces including scrapers blades
and an awl
Collection of 13 chert and flint pieces
Collection of 32 chert and flint pieces including scrapers blades,
a janus blade, an awl, a hammer stone and a blade core.
Find spot of a chert rough-out for an axe or adze

Period

Easting

Northing

Prehistoric

32225

10780

Prehistoric

32160

10730

Prehistoric
Prehistoric

321450
319950

106180
103040

Prehistoric
Neolithic/Bronze
Age

319880

103310

32130

10610
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WA
No.

HER No.

Name

Description

66

MDV45109

Honiton – Axminister Roman
Road

67

MDV1875

Exeter – Honiton Roman
Road

68

MDV18778

Monkton

Possible route of Roman Road between Honiton and Axminster
uphill following Tunnel Lane
There is evidence that the Exeter-Honiton Roman Road followed
closely the route of the modern A30. Its route beyond Honiton is
more speculative.
Settlement, formerly a manor included in the ancient crown
lordship of Colyton in Domesday Book. Prior to the Conquest it
was held by Edward the Confessor.

Period

Easting

Northing

Romano-British

31785

10134

Romano-British

31709

10106

Anglo- 19th
century Saxon

3188

1031

Earlymedieval/lateSaxon

3209

1062

Medieval

31793

10239

Medieval

31950

10428

Medieval

31771

10207

Medieval

3180

1020

Medieval

31795

10170

Medieval
Medieval/postmedieval
Medieval/postmedieval
Medieval/Postmedieval
Medieval/postmedieval

318820

101920

31965

10436

32020

10595

31897

10424

31883

10353

A substantial earthwork boundary between the parishes of
Upottery and Stockland. The boundary may have marked the
northern extent of the manor of Rawridge in the early medieval
69

MDV38421

70

MDV45115

71

MDV45118

72

MDV45113

Upottery-Stockland parish
boundary
Combe Raleigh – Monkton
parish boundary
Monkton – Upottery parish
boundary
Combe Raleigh – Honiton
parish boundary

73

MDV38407

Settlement

74

MDV38408/M
DV38710

Cheeseway – Settlement

75

MDV46379

Hollow Way

76

MDV38414

77

MDV48552

Higher Yard
Earthwork cultivation
terraces and enclosures

78

MDV46378

79

MDV81039

Mill leat
Artefacts from Otter View
Farm

or late-Saxon period.
Parish boundary marked by an earthwork.
Parish boundary marked by an earthwork and man-made
watercourse.
Parish boundary marked by an earthwork.
Location identified from documentary evidence of two medieval
tenements, a part of a detached estate associated with the
manor of Combe Raleigh.
Higher Northcote Farm is thought to be the location of a former
medieval settlement called Cheeseway, possibly associated with
an ancient track or path
Hollow way representing the track leading to the former
Northwoood Farm
Site of the former Higher Yard farm thought to have medieval
origins
Earthworks identified as possible cultivation terraces and
enclosures
Part of probable mill leat running from river Otter to a mill to the
north of church. Check extent of this feature
The East Devon Metal Detecting Club recorded 53 artefacts
around Otter View Farm, the earliest being from the 12th
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WA
No.

HER No.

Name

80

MDV38410

Former mill and other
settlement remains at
Monkton

81

MDV45106

Tovehayne Farm

82

MDV46453

83

MDV57201

Earthworks to the north-west
of Cheney’s Farm
Lynchet to east of Cheney’s
Farm

84

MDV18717

Site of Langford, Black Aller
or Northcott MIll

85
86
87
88

MDV46377
MDV48561
MDV45373
MDV45105

Mill leat
Huddicks Lane
Summerhayes house
Site of Braddick’s Farm

89

MDV57202

90

MDV63935

Water meadow
Watching brief at telecoms
station

91

MDV11524

92

MDV46418
MDV46383/M
DV38711
MDV49401
MDV49400
MDV102495
MDV102484

93
94
95
96
97

Northcote House
‘Homestall and orchard’
associated with Braddicks
Farm
Honiton – Ilminster turnpike
Former building
Former gravel pit
Preston Farm – Duck House
Preston Farm – Stables

Description

Period

century. These included medieval bronze pot legs, a pilgrims
ampullae and various coins.
In the meadow to the north of the Church of St Mary Magdalene
are earthworks consisting of building platforms, a bank and a
hollow way. These earthworks are the remains of a former mill
and associated buildings.
Farmstead with origins in the 15th century
Earthworks in this field are likely to relate to a water meadow
and possible mill leat associated with a 13th century mill
recorded near Langford.
Substantial lynchet running from north-west to south-east across
field.
Site of a mill documented in 1806 as ‘Black Aller or Northcott
Mill’ possibly the site of the medieval Langford Mill recorded in a
document of the 13th century
Possible mill leat linked to the River Otter possibly associated
with the former Langford Mill
Former lane marked by a hollow way
House known as ‘Summerhayes’ thought to date from 1713
Site of former farmstead dating from the 18th century
15m of extant bank and ditch field gutter, the remains of an area
of water meadow
Watching brief in 2001 recorded un-stratified 18th century
pottery
Large irregular house that has been altered many times. The
house is first recorded in the late 18th century.
Dwelling recorded on map of 1797

Turnpike of 1817 partially following an older road, now the
modern A30.
Building recorded on Ordnance Survey Map of 1891
Gravel pit recorded on Ordnance Survey Map of 1891
Poultry/duck house at Preston Farm
Stables used as a cow house at Preston Farm

Easting

Northing

31873

10317

31844

10265

31730

10192

31745

10184

31683

10155

31690
32010
32135
3183

10169
10603
10690
1024

Post-medieval

31755

10202

Post-medieval

31740

10120

Post-medieval

31754

10149

Post-medieval

319150

101700

19th-century
19th century
19th century
19th century
19th century

31955
32192
32195
32154
32149

10445
10829
10785
10785
10788

Medieval/postmedieval
Medieval/postmedieval
Medieval/postmedieval
Medieval/postmedieval
Medieval/postmedieval
Medieval/postmedieval
Post-medieval
Post-medieval
Post-medieval
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WA
No.

HER No.

Name

Description

98
99

MDV102491
MDV102493

Preston Farm – milking
parlour
Preston Farm – pigsties

100
101

MDV102494
MDV102492

Preston Farm – meal store
Preston Farm – cider house

102
103
104
105
106

MDV45377
MDV48549
MDV45378
MDV45376
MDV36114

Former cottage
Former gravel pit
Devonshire Inn
Treetops cottage
Former quarry

107
108
109
110

MDV48548
MDV45375
MDV45374
MDV38420

Former toll house
Former house
Windwhistle cottage
Former barn

111
112

MDV48547
MDV48544

Former clay pit
Former clay pit

113
114
115
116

MDV48545
MDV48608
MDV49397
MDV49398

Former clay pit
Former rabbit warren
Former cottage
Former cottage

117

MDV48546

Former clay pit

118

MDV48360

Possible coal pit

119

MDV48559

Linhay

120

MDV48558

Remains of farmstead

121

MDV36117

Former clay pit

19th-century stables extended in 20th century becoming milking
parlour
Block of pigsties at Preston Farm
Meal store building possible former livestock building at Preston
Farm
Former cider house converted to cattle stalls in 20th century
Former Devonshire Inn cottage demolished late 20th century,
remains include floor, wall base and steps up to roadside gate.
Gravel pit recorded on 6” Ordnance Survey Map of 1890
Former early 19th-century inn now a farm
Former 19th-century inn now a cottage named ‘Treetops’
Old quarry recorded on Ordnance Survey Map of 1906
Site of former toll house at junction recorded on 6” Ordnance
Survey Map of 1890
Site of former house recorded on Ordnance Survey Map of 1904
19th-century cottage extended in late 20th century
Site of former barn recorded on Tithe Map of 1840
Former clay pit now a pond recorded on 6” Ordnance Survey
Map of 1890
Former clay pit recorded on 6” Ordnance Survey Map of 1890
Extant earthworks of a former clay pit recorded on 6” Ordnance
Survey Map of 1890
Building marked as ‘warren’ on Ordnance Survey Map of 1904
Former cottage recorded on Tithe Map of 1840
Former cottage recorded on Tithe Map of 1840
Extant earthworks of a former clay pit recorded on 6” Ordnance
Survey Map of 1890
Field name given as ‘coal close’ on 1840 Tithe Map with large
shallow depression in field
Chert constructed linhay possibly shown on an Ordnance Survey
Map of 1890.
Ruined remains of Reddick Farm shown as extant on an
Ordnance Survey Map of 1890.
Extant earthworks of a former clay pit recorded on 6” Ordnance
Survey Map of 1905 as ‘old clay pit’

Period

Easting

Northing

19th century
19th century

32153
32154

10786
10786

19th century
19th century

32152
32155

10786
10785

19th century
19th century
19th century
19th century
19th century

32180
32166
32181
32152
32143

10754
10729
10749
10723
10734

19th century
19th century
19th century
19th century

32151
32158
32155
32151

10718
10715
10710
10710

19th century
19th century

32097
32070

10679
10677

19th century
19th century
19th century
19th century

32070
32080
32062
32038

10648
10640
10640
10648

19th century

32059

10629

19th century

32060

10620

19th century

32033

10601

19th century

32022

10578

19th century

32010

10555
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WA
No.

HER No.

Name

122

MDV46254

Former clay pit

123

MDV36099

Oldbottle Cottage

124

MDV36100

Former clay pit

125

MDV46421

Former building

126
127

MDV36104
MDV71820

Former marl pit
Well

128

MDV36105

Former marl pit

129
130
131

MDV46422
MDV46420
MDV78478

Former marl pit
Former gravel pit
Monkton Court

132

MDV36103

Monkton: Smithy

133

MDV36107

Monkton: School

134

MDV36106

Former gravel pit

135

MDV36102

136
137

MDV38412
MDV38409

Pound
Linhay, orchard and
courtyard
Northwood Farm

138

MDV49891

139

MDV22519

Former building
Yeovil Junction to Exeter
Railway

140
141

MDV36603
MDV46403

Former marl pit
Cottage

142

MDV46400

Cottage

Description
Extant earthworks of a former clay pit recorded on 6” Ordnance
Survey Map of 1890
Site of former cottage shown on Tithe Map of 1840, no longer
extant
Site of a former clay pit recorded on 6” Ordnance Survey Map of
1905 as ‘old clay pit’
Site of a former building recorded on 6” Ordnance Survey Map
of 1890
Site of a former marl pit recorded on 6” Ordnance Survey Map of
1903
Site of well shown on 25” Ordnance Survey Map of 1880
Site of a former marl pit recorded on 6” Ordnance Survey Map of
1903
Site of a former marl pit recorded on 6” Ordnance Survey Map of
1890
Gravel pit recorded on Ordnance Survey Map of 1891
Hotel formerly a house and school
Location of former smithy as recorded on Ordnance Survey Map
of 1903
Location of former school as recorded on Ordnance Survey Map
of 1903
Earthworks related to a former gravel pit recorded on Ordnance
Survey Map of 1903
Site of former pound no longer extant recorded on Ordnance
Survey Map of 1903
Location of a former linhay, orchard and courtyard present in the
mid-19th century
Northwood Farm built on the site of a 19th century barn
Early 19th century building located beneath modern building and
silage area
Railway line opened on 19th July 1860, still in use.
Site of a former marl pit recorded on 6” Ordnance Survey Map of
1906 as ‘old marl pit’
Former cottage shown on Tithe Map
Former cottage named as ‘White Furze’ marked on 1890
Ordnance Survey Map

Period

Easting

Northing

19th century

31960

10545

19th century

31963

10454

19th century

31979

10450

19th century

31965

10415

19th century
19th century

31924
31975

10426
10391

19th century

31952

10378

19th century
19th century
19th century

31900
31929
31880

10358
10313
10311

19th century

31872

10306

19th century

31870

10303

19th century

31914

10279

19th century

31847

10287

19th century
19th century

31821
31786

10258
10222

19th century

31774

10150

19th century

31714

10105

19th century
19th century

31741
318550

10092
101750

19th century

319430

102270
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WA
No.

HER No.

Name

Description

Period

Easting

Northing

143

Cottage

320700

104900

19th century

318150

101470

145
146

MDV49890
MDV48560

Quarry and mound
Pumping Station

19th century
20th century

318150
32028

101410
10599

147

MDV46416

Possible beacon

Undated

319150

101700

148

MDV46401/M
DV46402

Former cottage indicated by tithe map apportionment
Ordnance Survey surveyors draft of 1806-7 shows the parish
boundary between Honiton and Cotleigh as a lane
Quarry pits and mound of spoil associated with the neighbouring
railway tunnel
Brick former pumping station
Field name evidence suggests the former presence of a beacon
in this location
Field and place names along the Monkton/Cotleigh parish
boundary named ‘Stedbury’ suggesting an enclosed settlement
in this location. No earthwork evidence for such a settlement
exists
Fieldname suggests the location of an extraction pit in this field.

19th century

144

MDV49409
MDV49892/M
DV49893

Undated

319800

102750

149

MDV49889

Undated

31745

10175

Undated
Undated

31720
31785

10200
10165

Undated

31765

10205

Undated

32235

10777

Undated

32046

10595

Undated

31815

10270

Undated

31890

10270

Undated

31888

10342

Undated

32025

10605

Undated

32100

10575

150
151

MDV46411
MDV49886

152

MDV49888

Former lane

Possible enclosure
Fieldname of ‘Gravel Pit
Close’
Earthworks in field to northeast of Langford Bridge
Fieldname of ‘Pit Park’
Fieldname of ‘lower path
field and pit’

153

MDV38422

Burrow Close

154
155

MDV38423
MDV38411/M
DV46450

Possible barrow
Fieldnames of ‘Burrow
Mead’

156

MDV46413

Fieldname of ‘Blacklands’

157

MDV38413

Fieldname of ‘Rexy’

158

MDV48562

Platform

159

MDV48361

Fieldname of ‘Burrow Close’

Earthworks are likely to relate to former field boundaries and a
leat although some may be natural channels caused by river
action.
Fieldname suggests the location of an extraction pit in this field.
Fieldname suggests the location of an extraction pit in this field.
Place name suggesting the presence of a barrow in this field. In
1994 in a field to the west geophysics recorded a circular
anomaly. Subsequent excavation identified that this was not a
ring ditch
Cottage named ‘Stonebarrow’ with possible barrow on ridge
above check.
Fieldnames across this area suggest the presence of a barrow
or barrows in this field. No evidence for such features is known.
Fieldname suggests possible location of former settlement.
Slight earthworks are present in the field
Fieldname suggests a possible drying rack area related to a
fulling mill
L-shaped terrace located within field named ‘Stone Burrow’ on
1840 tithe map. Place name suggest the location of a barrow in
this area however no evidence for such a feature is known.
Fieldname suggesting the presence of a barrow in this field. No
evidence for such a feature is known.
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WA
No.

HER No.

Name

Description

160

MDV48553

Rectilinear feature

161

MDV62985

Sub-circular feature

162

MDV61687

Possible pits and linear
feature

163

MDV61688

Possible pits

164

MDV61689

Linear feature

Grid-like rectilinear feature recorded from an aerial photograph,
probable stock pen
Watching Brief during groundwork for the erection of a mast at
Devonshire Inn Farm in 1999 recorded an undated sub-circular
feature 1.5m in diameter x 0.15 m deep. No artefacts recorded
so possibly natural.
A magnetometer survey carried out in 1995 recorded anomalies
that possibly relate to buried infilled pits plus a linear anomaly
that possibly represents an infilled ditch
A magnetometer survey carried out in 1995 recorded anomalies
that possibly relate to buried infilled pits
A magnetometer survey carried out in 1995 recorded anomalies
that probably relate to the infilled ditches of a post-medieval field
boundary

Period

Easting

Northing

Undated

32067

10625

Undated

32199

10759

Undated

32205

10758

Undated

32172

10716

Undated

32147

10693

Key sites identified during walkover survey not previously recorded by Devon HER
WA
No.

Name

165

Mound above Stoneburrow
Terraced platform close to
Furzy Cottage
Enclosure on Reddicks Hill
Enclosure near Monkton
Watermeadows
Settlement earthworks near
the former Northwood Farm
Possible house platforms
near to Higher Yard
Bank flanked by ditches
possible a remnant of the
Upottery Bank
Uneven mound set within
circular ditch

166
167
168
169
170
171

172
173

Description

Period

Easting

Northing

Redeposited mound of material closely associated with post-medieval
hedge bank
Square terraced platform – possible settlement site

Undated

320370

105694

Small rectangular enclosure beside track in woodland
Oval, terraced platform defined by broad ploughed banks
Earthwork remains of watermeadows and other possible enclosures
Two rectangular house platforms and a smaller platform on terraces close
to the location of a former post-medieval farm
Two large oval platforms terraced into the slope

Undated
Undated
Undated
Post-medieval
Medieval/postmedieval
Medieval/postmedieval

320688
320325
319178
317113

106202
105657
103164
101845

318304

101931

319897

104435

Undated
Prehistoric/Undate
d

320701

106308

319347

103111

Broad bank running through small wooded enclosure flanked by deep
ditches possibly affected by later quarrying
Earthwork mound and ditch on hillside above Monkton – possible Bronze
Age barrow
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1994 A30/A303 Marsh to Honiton Improvement and A35 Honiton Eastern Bypass Archaeological Evaluation Test Pits and Trial Trenches
WA
No.

Name

174

Site 1: Higher Northcote

175

Site 2: Monkton Mill Site

176

Site 3: Devonshire Inn

177

Site 4: Crinhayes Farm

178

Site 5: Old Crinhayes

179

Site 6: Shutlands Farm

180

Site 7: Stopgate

Description
Four test pits containing large quantity of iron tap slag – possible iron
working site in close vicinity
Four test pits focussed on building platform recorded medieval settlement
deposits of 12th and 13th century date. Trench on terrace recorded stony
surface containing 17th century pottery with probable medieval remains
below.
Five test pits recorded shallow linear features and a shallow circular ditch
containing chert and iron tap-slag
Five test pits recorded no archaeological features with iron slag in the
plough soil
Five test pits recorded the foundation of a stone wall with iron slag in the
plough soils
Four test pits recorded no archaeological features with iron slag in the
plough soils
Two test pits recorded no archaeological features although a significant
quantity of iron slag was present in the topsoil suggesting an iron working
site in the close vicinity

Period

Easting

Northing

Prehistoric/Roman

317772

101937

Medieval/postmedieval

318769

103235

Unknown

322079

107776

None

322382

108344

Unknown

322490

108452

None

323282

109234

Unknown

323752

109821
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9.4

Appendix 4: Viewshed analysis methodology

9.4.1

Viewshed analysis is a type of visibility analysis, a commonly applied GIS technique where the output produces a mathematical model of the
area which theoretically shares intervisibility with a target point. This model is referred to as a Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV).

9.4.2

This method provides a means of modelling where in the landscape a proposed development is likely to be visible from, thereby helping to
identify those heritage assets which could be affected by the proposals.

9.4.3

A viewshed analysis was carried out within a 5km radius of the Site for the purposes of this assessment. The ZTV was calculated using:



The Landform Panorama DTM, a ‘bare earth’ terrain model of 50m horizontal resolution provided by Landform Panorama;



An array of target points located within the Site boundary and set to correspond with the approximate height of the proposed
development, as indicated by the draft proposals. The maximum height of the target points was set at 10m;



Observer heights were set to 1.6m representing the eye height of an average person.

9.4.4

Designated heritage assets of the highest significance (comprising World Heritage Sites, Scheduled Monuments, Grade I and II* Listed
Buildings, Grade I and II* Registered Parks and Gardens and Registered Battlefields) which lay within the 5km limit of the ZTV were identified.
All Conservation Areas, Grade II Listed Buildings, and Grade II Registered Parks and Gardens located within the 1km Study Area were also
included in the viewshed analysis.

9.4.5

It should be noted that, in itself, the inclusion of a heritage asset within the ZTV does not indicate that the Site constitutes part of its setting, or
that the development proposals would necessarily affect the asset.

9.4.6

The viewshed analysis is based on a ‘bare-earth’ model, which takes no account of surface forms and features including trees, vegetation,
buildings and other structures. Therefore, the inclusion of a heritage asset within the ZTV should not be conflated with ‘real-world’ intervisibility.
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9.5

WA
No.

Appendix 5: Designated heritage assets within the ZTV

NHLE
No.
-

20
21

1018851
1018636

22
1016413
23
1016739
24
1016414
25
1016415
26
1019048
27
1098020

Name

Honiton Conservation Area
Dumpdon Camp
Hillfort 475m south of
Howley Farm
Two bowl barrows 300m
north-west of Northay Farm
Two bowl barrows 190m
east of Brown Down Lodge
Two bowl barrows 210m
and 600m north west of
Brown Down Cottage
Two bowl barrows, one
380m west and one 685m
north west of Beech Croft
Bowl barrow on Hartridge,
360m east of Shelves Farm
The Chantry

Designation

Easting

Northing

Conservation
Area
SM
SM

316464
317597

100741
104033

326465

108980

328100

111480

324203

112353

323798

112465

SM
SM

Church of St Nicholas
Church of St Michael
Church of St Michael
Cotleigh House

1177497

Fairhouse Farmhouse

317861

105686

315951

102360

315858

102332

316694

099896

320631

102208

320694

102227

321916

112308

II*
II*
II*
II*

32
33

112798

I

31
1333667

323798
SM

30
1098246

0.09

SW

Y

0.85

W

Y

2.7

E

Y

4.8

NE

Y

2.7

N

Y

2.7

N

Y

Intervisibility with site
considered likely

2.7

N

Y

Intervisibility with site
considered likely

1.5

W

Y

1.2

W

Y

1.2

W

Y

0.8

S

Y

1.5

E

Y

1.5

E

Y

2.8

NW

Y

SM

29
1306112

Direction
from Site

Scoped in
to
detailed
assessmen
t Y/N

SM

28
1333782

Distance
from Site
(km)

II*

Rationale

Intervisibility with site
considered likely
Intervisibility with site
considered likely
Intervisibility with site
considered likely
Intervisibility with site
considered likely
Intervisibility with site
considered likely

Intervisibility with site
considered likely
Intervisibility with site
considered likely
Intervisibility with site
considered likely
Intervisibility with site
considered likely
Intervisibility with site
considered likely
Intervisibility with site
considered likely
Intervisibility with site
considered likely
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WA
No.

NHLE
No.
1168491

Name

Charleshayes Farmhouse

Designation

Church of St Mary the Virgin

36
1098266
37
1307082
38
1098226

Mohun’s Ottery gatehouse
and front garden walls
approximately 5 metres
south of Mohun’s Ottery
farmhouse
Pound Farmhouse including
front garden walls
Red Doors Farmhouse
including front courtyard wall
adjoining to north
Smithenhayes Farmhouse
Crooks Dairy Farmhouse

1333763
1098228

2 ranges of Shippons south
of Crooks Dairy Farmhouse
Woodhayes
Woodhayes Cottage
Whitehall Farm
Mohun’s Ottery Farmhouse

47
1098211

Cider house approximately
1.5 metres north of Mohuns
Ottery farmhouse
Braggs East

1098212

Lilac Cottage

105192

317958

105065

318440

104252

316782

102036

316832

101968

317295

102786

317702

103134

318151

103994

318929

105577

II
II
II
II

NW

Y

0.8

NW

Y

0.6

W

Y

Intervisibility with site
considered likely

0.8

W

Y

Intervisibility with site
considered likely

1.2

W

Y

Intervisibility with site
considered likely

0.3

W

Y

0.2

W

Y

0.2

W

Y

0.3

W

Y

0.3

W

Y

0.4

W

Y

0.6

W

Y

0.6

W

Y

0.1

W

Y

0.1

W

Y

II
318935

105594

320030

106340

320058

106415

II

48
49

318466

II

46
1168093

105548

II

45
1147733

318923

II*

44
1333697

107546

0.8

II*

43
1098229

320198

II*

41
42

108913

Direction
from Site

Scoped in
to
detailed
assessmen
t Y/N

Rationale

Intervisibility with site
considered likely
Intervisibility with site
considered likely

II*

39
1281070

321221
II*

35
1098265

Northing

II*

34
1168979

Easting

Distance
from Site
(km)

II

Intervisibility with site
considered likely
Intervisibility with site
considered likely
Intervisibility with site
considered likely
Intervisibility with site
considered likely
Intervisibility with site
considered likely
Intervisibility with site
considered likely
Intervisibility with site
considered likely
Intervisibility with site
considered likely
Intervisibility with site
considered likely
Intervisibility with site
considered likely
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WA
No.

NHLE
No.
1098213

50
1098214

Name

Sidmouth Memorial
Fountain
Rawridge Mill

Designation

Rose Cottage
Braggs Pond

55
-

1168918
1098206
1344635
1333598

Old Chapel
Phillishayes Cottage
Church of St Leonard
Lugg’s Farmhouse

106502

320076

106540

320091

106353

320045

106397

320114

106397

321326

108123

322210

114322

325766

106496

II
II

53
54

320127
II

52
1168909

Northing

II

51
1168896

Easting

II
II
II*

Stockland Little Castle

322972
Stockland Great Castle

322623
South Wood Farmhouse

W

Y

0.1

W

Y

0.1

W

Y

0.1

W

Y

0.1

W

Y

0.2

NW

Y

4.6

N

N

3.4

E

N

2.9

E

N

3.2

E

N

0.8

E

N

103575

SM

1098289

0.1

SM

1017952

Direction
from Site

Scoped in
to
detailed
assessmen
t Y/N

II*

1017953

Distance
from Site
(km)

102511

II*

-

320845

104019

Rationale

Intervisibility with site
considered likely
Intervisibility with site
considered likely
Intervisibility with site
considered likely
Intervisibility with site
considered likely
Intervisibility with site
considered likely
Intervisibility with site
considered likely
Screened by intervening
woodland
Relatively small, distant asset
Screened by intervening
topographic features
Most of Site situated on far
side of ridge remainder
screened by intervening
topographic features
Most of Site situated on far
side of ridge remainder
screened by intervening
topographic features
Relatively small asset located
at base of slope with rising
land screening most of the
Site to west. Distant views of
the northern part of the Site
likely to be screened by
intervening topographic
features
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WA
No.

NHLE
No.
1305771

Name

Broadhayes House

Designation

Easting

Northing

Castle Hill

-

-

1333760

Gittisham Hill bowl barrows

3.8

SE

N

323368

102527

321132

099616

3.8

SE

N

4.7

S

N

3.3

S

N

4.2

SW

N

SM

1014248,
1014249,
1014250,
1014253,
1014354
1014245

Direction
from Site

Scoped in
to
detailed
assessmen
t Y/N

II*

1017477

Distance
from Site
(km)

Rationale

Relatively small, distant asset
Screened by intervening
topographic features
Relatively small, distant asset
Screened by intervening
topographic features

SMs

315179
Round Barrow on Farway
Hill

SM

Church of St Mary and St
Giles

II*

Distant group of small assets
Screened by intervening
topographic features

096226

316072

097797

312301

100344

Relatively small, distant asset
Screened by intervening
topographic features
Distant asset screened by
buildings at Honiton
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Fig ure26

Plate 1: View to the north-west showing the broad bank flanked by ditches that is a
possible remnant of the Upottery Bank

Plate 2: View to the south-east towards a ruined linhay associated with Higher Yard
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Plates 1 and 2

Plate 3: View to the south-east towards the two probable house platforms on the
hillside above Higher Yard

Plate 4: View to the south-east towards two probable house platforms near to the
former Northwood Farm
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Plates 3 and 4

Plate 5: View to the south-west from Langford Bridge across former watermeadows

Plate 6: View to the north of a hollow way within woodland on Rawridge Hill
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Plates 5 and 6

Plate 7: View of the south-west of a track running through woodland on Reddick's Hill

Plate 8: View of the mound of redeposited material present on Reddick's Hill
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Plates 7 and 8

Plate 9: View to the north-west across the fields named as 'Blacklands'

Plate 10: View to the south-west of the terraced platform close to Furzy Cottage
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Plates 9 and 10

Plate 11: View to the south-west of the L-shaped embanked enclosure close to
Rawridge Farm

Plate 12: View to the south-east of the oval enclosure situated on the hillside to the
east of Monkton
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Plates 11 and 12

Plate 13: View to the east of the possible barrow to the east of Monkton

Plate 14: View to the north-east of the possible barrow to the east of Monkton
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Plates 13 and 14

Plate 15: View to the south of the possible barrow to the east of Monkton

Plate 16: View to the south-west of a prominent lynchett near Cheney's Farm
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Plates 15 and 16
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